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CHAPTER 3

Opportunistic use of the guarantee relationship in corporate finance

1 Introduction

The analysis in chapter 2 has shown that use of the guarantee relationship in corporate finance could, under certain circumstances, lead to beneficial results. However, as has also received some attention in the literature, the guarantee relationship could be used opportunistically towards insiders in the guarantee relationship, most notably towards the guarantor. This chapter will map and discuss the social costs that can be associated to such opportunistic use towards insiders in paragraph 2, but will not stop there. Most notably, the function of the guarantee relationship in corporate finance is to align incentives between creditor, guarantor and debtor. This function, that can indeed create beneficial effects for the parties involved, is however by nature also problematic. The function is in its core to change the incentives of guarantor and debtor, more specifically to align those incentives with those of the guaranteed creditor. This is not a neutral way to save some transaction costs by for example allowing specialization in certain tasks such as monitoring and risk-bearing, but an elaborate governance device that changes the behavior of the guarantor and debtor. These changes in behavior will have consequences for outsiders to the guarantee relationship.

Understanding the guarantee in corporate finance as a governance device raises the question: what are the consequences for outsiders to the relationship? Can the relationship be used opportunistically to the detriment of outsiders? Chapter 2 only focused on the effects on the parties involved in the guarantee relationship, not on the externalities towards outsiders. Using mainstream economic analysis, this chapter also aims to expose and explain such externalities to outsiders in paragraph 3 below. This chapter partly breaks new ground, as an extensive and comprehensive analysis of the externalities of guarantees in the context of corporate finance does not exist yet.

The central question to be answered in this chapter is:

*Which social costs can be associated to opportunistic use of the guarantee relationship in corporate finance, towards both insiders and outsiders of the relationship?*
2 Opportunism towards parties inside the guarantee relationship

Although the guarantee relationship could, under certain circumstances, have positive economic functions, the guarantee could also be used to act opportunistically towards weaker parties within the relationship. Especially the guarantor often suffers from such opportunism. This problem, especially regarding weak guarantors, is widely recognized and often regulated to a certain extent. In the context of corporate finance, the question however often remains to which extent shareholders or directors that guarantee business debt also enjoy specific protection as arguably weak parties. The discussion of opportunism within the guarantee relationship will specifically focus on private persons who are shareholders or directors of the debtor.

2.1 Opportunism towards a weak guarantor

Private persons often guarantee debts of family members, of small privately owned businesses, or of their employer. Many may not properly oversee what they are signing. Non-sophisticated parties that act as a guarantor, such as natural persons guaranteeing the debts of their own business, are known to be overoptimistic and overconfident in assessing the risk involved in their business. The guarantor may also be induced to sign the guarantee because of his personal relationship with the debtor, for example as a good friend, as a mother or father, or as a husband or wife. In the context of the last, some speak of 'sexually transmitted debt'. Where such emotional reasons lead to the guarantor assuming an obligation, the guarantor may not be able to weigh or even know the advantages and disadvantages of the guarantee construction. Of course, the same can occur with a person taking out a direct loan, but then this person at least enjoys the loan. The case of blindly signing a guarantee contract is often much more devastating, as the guarantor may not, possibly not even indirectly, receive anything in return and becomes highly dependent on the debtor. The guarantee obligation sometimes even outreaches the personal wealth of the person signing the guarantee, meaning guaranteed bankruptcy in case the guarantee is called upon by the creditor. Particularly bleak are cases in which the guarantor is an employee who signs the guarantee contract under pressure from his employer, threatening to fire the employee, or in which a small business owner signs a

---

290 A famous example is that of Garfield Barwick, arguably Australia’s most successful barrister of the last century and the longest serving Chief of Justice of Australia, who had to file for bankruptcy because of his liability as a guarantor for some of his brother’s business debts – see also Bridge, 1997.

291 See also: Ciacchi, 2007, p. 15.


293 See on overoptimism Williams, 2014, pp. 336–343; see also Greenfield, 2014, p. 525; Ang, 1992, p. 191; in essence, the same problem can occur in any contractual relation in which one party is in a substantially weaker position than the other party. The guarantee however poses special problems in the sense that it only involves a contingent liability. The guarantor may be overconfident in assuming the circumstances upon which the guarantee is contingent won’t occur. When a weak party contracts for a non-contingent liability, the downsides are often more concrete at the moment of signing the contract.

294 See for example Scheelings, 2004; Cherednychenko, 2007.

295 Ciacchi, 2007, p. 16.
guarantee contract under pressure from a lender when the business is already in financial distress. Relationships and lives can be ruined this way, resulting in vast social costs.

An abundant literature exists on opportunism towards, and thus the warranted protection of, weak guarantors in Europe.\(^{296}\) Many legal systems protect the guarantor to some extent.\(^{297}\) Often, fairness-based notions are invoked to oppose the redistributive effect that a guarantee can have on the relationship between the guarantor and the lender. The guarantee often entails a wealth transfer from the weak guarantor to a strong lender, while the guarantor may not have properly understood this, or may have been moved primarily by emotional motives, which has led to unequal bargaining.\(^{298}\) This thesis is not primarily concerned with notions of fairness. It suffices to notice that the guarantee relationship can be distributionally suspect,\(^{299}\) and that there is a large body of literature addressing this distributional problem.\(^{300}\)

A strong focus on the fairness of legal rules is a good thing, but also risks a blind spot to other problems. That is particularly the case in the context of corporate finance (and particularly small-business finance) on which this book focusses. Business owners and directors are, when focusing on notions of fairness, often assumed not to be weak parties, for example because they have an indirect economic interest in the guarantee or because they are considered to have some knowledge of business transactions. Moreover, one may think that the small business owner could also have conducted the business in his own name instead of incorporating and guaranteeing towards the creditor, in which case he would also have been personally liable for business debt. Thus, possibly somewhat counterintuitively, focusing on notions of fairness often seems to justify allowing shareholders and directors to freely assume guarantee liabilities and to uphold these, often combined with the assumption that this would be most efficient.

The possibility discussed above of a private person conducting business in his own name (or through a legal entity that does not enjoy limited liability), thus assuming full liability for all business debts, exists, but the comparably (possibly) grave consequences to the guarantor of a combination of incorporation and a guarantee to the main financier are too often overlooked. When combining incorporation with a guarantee to a large creditor, an ideal situation is created for the creditor. On the one hand, business assets are shielded from claims of private creditors of the guarantor,\(^{301}\) whilst on the other hand the guaranteed creditor is not shielded from claiming on the guarantor (see extensively paragraph 3.1 below). Moreover, the guarantor will have all the incentives to influence the company in preferring the guaranteed creditor above other business creditors (see extensively paragraph 3.2 below). It is this setup, probably combined with real security rights on business assets, that may persuade the creditor to provide the loan, where he might not have done so if the guarantor would not have conducted business through a legal entity but instead in his own name. As such, the guarantor becomes liable for large risks, which he might not have been able to take in his own name.

\(^{296}\) See for example Parry, 2005; Ciacchi, 2007; Cherednichenko, 2007; Kull, 2007; Drobnig and Clive, 2007; Ciacchi and Weatherill, 2010; Heine and Janal, 2010; Kenny and Devenney, 2011; Mackaay and Parent, 2013; Schwartze, 2017.

\(^{297}\) See for a large comparative study in Europe: Ciacchi and Weatherill, 2010; see also Schwartze, 2017.

\(^{298}\) Compare Gordon and Landry, 2015, p. 69.

\(^{299}\) Not only towards the weak guarantor, but also to creditors of the guarantor and debtor, this will be developed further in paragraph 3 below.

\(^{300}\) See for an overview Ciacchi and Weatherill, 2010.

\(^{301}\) This is known as ‘entity shielding’, see for example Hansmann, Kraakman and Squire, 2005.
These dynamics and potentially enormous risks are typically also hard to oversee for the guarantor,\textsuperscript{302} who is likely to be heavily influenced in his risk-assessment by his or her own involvement in the business (see also chapter 2 paragraph 2). See on this point for example De Meza and Southey (as already cited above):

“[…] borrowers actually have biased expectations. Our general perspective is that it is the unrealistically optimistic who, through self-selection, will dominate the entrepreneurial class (…)”\textsuperscript{303}

From an efficiency viewpoint, with a focus on opportunism, the issue of weak guarantors is thus also very problematic, especially in the context of small-business finance. Protecting a business owner that guarantees business debts certainly doesn’t defy economic logic.

Specialization in risk bearing has been mentioned in chapter 2 paragraph 5 as a possible efficient effect of the guarantee relationship. However, as also discussed there, a guarantee often has the opposite effect. A guarantee may transfer risk to a party that is less efficient in risk-bearing, for example because of a lower degree of diversification or liquidity, than the creditor is. When credit extended by professional lenders is guaranteed by a small business owner or a group company, it is very likely that risk is indeed transferred to a less efficient risk bearer.\textsuperscript{304} Professional lenders are by nature efficient risk bearers, whereas humans or group companies are typically not, though exceptions exist. They are much less likely to bear the risk cheaply if it manifests, often because their wealth is locked up in assets that would have to be sold first, and because they often don’t have a diversified investment portfolio. Especially if the guarantee liability pushes the guarantor into bankruptcy, the costs of risk-bearing can be very high (and these are not just borne by the guarantor, but also by others involved), which makes the guarantor a very inefficient risk-bearer. Thus, a guarantee that pushes the guarantor into bankruptcy is unlikely to have produced overall efficient results. From an efficiency viewpoint, the law should deter the use of such guarantees.

Guarantees can also create serious bankruptcy costs in another context.\textsuperscript{305} Large corporate groups often exist of a complicated web of subsidiaries with cross-ties (guarantees).\textsuperscript{306} One of the most difficult problems a bankruptcy court can be faced with is unraveling the group structure.\textsuperscript{307} It is often difficult to establish which assets belong to which group member, which can lead to costly litigation.\textsuperscript{308} The fact that it is often difficult to establish which subsidiary owns what can have many causes. An important cause is often the vertical integration of the group. Many groups are run as one business but are subdivided for technical reasons (doing business in different jurisdictions, tax reasons, et cetera). As Hansmann & Squire argue, the fact

\textsuperscript{302} See extensively on the point that small business owners as guarantors often don’t understand the dynamics involved in the guarantee relationship, which dynamics can create vast risks: Gordon and Landry, 2015.

\textsuperscript{303} De Meza and Southey, 1996.

\textsuperscript{304} See chapter 2 paragraph 5 above. See also Freedman, 2000, p. 340; Compare also Mann, 1999, p. 2260; Gordon and Landry, 2015, p. 69.

\textsuperscript{305} See on the bankruptcy costs created by strong creditor rights also Buckley, 1992, pp. 252–256.

\textsuperscript{306} Squire, 2011.

\textsuperscript{307} An instructive example is the Nortel case, discussed in footnote 118, in which the bankruptcy costs totalled € 2 billion dollars, and the greatest challenge involved assessing which assets belonged to which subsidiary (which could not be established in the end). Moreover, a dispute over the effect of guarantees given to some bondholders complicated matters further.

\textsuperscript{308} Widen 2007, p.261 at fn 79.; Squire 2011, pp.614–617; Ayotte & Hansmann 2013, pp.720–721; see also paragraph 3.1.2 below.
that a group uses intra-group guarantees fosters the problem of sloppy accounting: the guarantees probably mean that the group will not bother to make specified subsidiary level reports, because the ultimate shareholders and main creditors only care about the value of the group as a whole because of the guarantees. The guarantees, by creating a complicated structure and by fostering sloppy accounting, can thus lead to serious transaction costs, which will weigh on the parties.

The danger is furthermore that the creditor has used his often extensive control over the guarantor to make the debtor make payments to the creditor, possibly exposing the guarantor to extensive preference risks that the guarantor may not have foreseen. Although the creditor, as a repeat player, will have a good picture of these complex dynamics that get even more complex near and in bankruptcy of the debtor, the guarantor is unlikely to have any overview of this when signing the guarantee.

The often-heard notion that the question of protection of weak guarantors mainly involves balancing economic considerations with social considerations is therefore dismissed. That is not to say there are no social considerations involved. The guarantee relationship often involves strong social consequences, unduly over-indebting guarantors and thus ruining relationships and lives along the way, which deserve close scrutiny from a social perspective. The analysis here has shown that guarantees by weak parties are not only suspect from such a social perspective, but also from an economic perspective by creating inefficiencies such as transferring too much risk to inefficient risk-bearers and subsidizing value-destroying overinvestment, especially in the context of small-business finance.

Moreover, it should not be forgotten that guaranteed lending is considerably more complex than straightforward lending. Because the guarantee relationship involves relations between three parties that are, to complicate matters further, interdependent, transaction costs are likely to be higher than in a simple loan. These additional costs will weigh on the parties and are, in an unbalanced relationship, likely to especially weigh on a weak guarantor. Although the analysis in chapter 2 has shown that some costs that are high in unguaranteed lending can be reduced through guaranteed lending, it should not be neglected that the guarantee relationship in any case always also entails additional cost factors, such as more drafting of contracts, more monitoring and more litigation. If costs are saved through the guarantee relationship, they need to at least offset the costs that a more complicated transaction involves in order to lead to an efficient outcome to the parties.

2.2 Opportunism towards the debtor

While, in the context of corporate finance, an insider guarantee may cure the problem of overinvestment associated with limited liability rules (see chapter 2 paragraph 3), the lender
may also not have optimal incentives.\textsuperscript{314} Take for example a firm that is slightly insolvent, or almost insolvent. Investments with a net present value with a substantial amount of risk involved would often be opposed by lenders because they bear the downside risk, while shareholders enjoy (most of) the upside potential of the investment.\textsuperscript{315} While a large amount of literature has focused on the problem of overinvestment by debtors, it should not be forgotten that creditors also not necessarily have optimal incentives. Neither of the parties has optimal incentives.\textsuperscript{316} As Mann argues (in relation to real security rights):

“The lender’s disproportionately large share of the downside risk and disproportionately small share of the upside potential give it preferences that are as unduly conservative as the borrower’s preferences are unduly risky. A lender that pursues these preferences does more than deter value-decreasing risky transactions; it also deters value-increasing risky transactions.”\textsuperscript{317}

Mann has conducted interviews with lenders and borrowers and concludes, in relation to collateral given by the debtor, that the control a lender obtains not only leads to important efficiency gains, but necessarily also to costs associated with the lender’s risk averse preferences.\textsuperscript{318} He also shows that borrowers are well aware of this problem, and therefore appreciate unsecured loans more than secured loans and are consequently willing to pay more for unsecured loans.\textsuperscript{319} Even though sophisticated borrowers may be able to understand this mechanism, assessing the future costs of this will often be impossible, as it will be unknown which investment opportunities the future will bring. This uncertainty may lead them to irrationally use collateral now in order to get an interest rate discount, without worrying enough about the future. This applies all the more so to non-sophisticated borrowers, which we are likely to find especially in the context of small-business finance.

This is not to state that secured loans \textit{always} lead to underinvestment. Collateral may also have the opposite effect, overinvestment. A secured creditor with comfortable security right does not necessarily care enough about overinvestment because the security rights protect the secured creditor from the negative consequences of overinvestment. The point made here, and by Mann as cited above, is however that this may change under circumstances. Collateral does not only protect the creditor in case the project fails, but also to an important extent hands control over to the creditor, as described by Mann. Security rights don’t always offer full protection and enforcing security rights can be time consuming and costly. Therefore, after having provided credit which may subsidize overinvestment, the creditor may under certain conditions have a preference for certain types of investments or projects that are less likely to jeopardize the secured position of the creditor. For example, the creditor may prefer investment in real estate to investment in research and development. Creditor control through collateral may thus

\textsuperscript{314} see generally Tung, 2009; Tracht, 2000, p. 510.
\textsuperscript{315} Triantis, 1993, pp. 911–912; see also Berkovitch and Kim, 1989.
\textsuperscript{317} R. J. Mann, 1997, p. 664, with reference to Hansmann and Kraakman, 1992, pp. 628, 649; Macey and Miller, 1995, pp. 73, 77–81; Shupack, 1995, pp. 787–814; Scott, 1986, p. 929; compare also Mann, 1999, p. 2235, explaining that posting a bond (such as a guarantee) in general can deter a subsequent efficient breach.
\textsuperscript{318} R. J. Mann, 1997, p. 665; see also extensively Buckley, 1992, pp. 252–256.
\textsuperscript{319} R. J. Mann, 1997, p. 665.
prevent value-increasing risky projects, such as innovative research and development, whilst at
the same time stimulating overinvestment in for example real estate.

This analysis also applies in the case of an insider guarantee. The guarantor assumes risk, and
the debtor is likely to internalize this risk through his relationship with the guarantor.\textsuperscript{320} The
debtor is thus forced to internalize some of the unduly conservative preferences of the lender,
possibly leading to sub-optimal investment decisions from the perspective of the debtor. In
other words, transferring control to one creditor through a guarantee relationship can, apart
from being detrimental to other creditors,\textsuperscript{321} cause the firm to make inefficient decisions. The
problem of inefficient shareholder control is not solved by the guarantee relationship, but
converted into problems associated with creditor control.\textsuperscript{322} The solution would therefore be to
design rules that address both problems, as Lin explains:

"Although actions that maximize the value of a financially troubled corporation benefit
both shareholders and creditors and minimize overall loss, the self-interested behavior
of these constituencies deviates from this socially desirable goal. Efficiency-minded
lawmakers should re-enforce directors’ duty to maximize the firm’s value, even if
pursuit of this business strategy diverges from what shareholders or creditors (and even
managers themselves) would have chosen.\textsuperscript{323}"

But the problem for the debtor reaches further. The creditor may use the guarantee
opportunistically, calling in the guarantee (‘seizing the hostage’) at a moment not contemplated
ex ante by the debtor and guarantor. That danger especially exists when the guarantor’s
obligation under the guarantee presents the creditor with a substantial source of recourse.\textsuperscript{324}
That danger can be somewhat restricted by the terms of the guarantee. Opportunistic use is
obviously less likely when the guarantee is subsidiary and dependent, as the guarantor has
defenses flowing from the dependent and subsidiary nature in such a case. But even if the
guarantee is subsidiary and dependent, the creditor could opportunistically exploit small
defects, or fake defects, in the debtor-creditor relationship to call upon the guarantor. Again, as
also discussed in chapter 2 paragraphs 2 and 3, this danger of reverse-opportunism shows the
importance of asymmetrical valuation.\textsuperscript{325} As Scott notes:

"Ideally, therefore, the hostage [here: the guarantor, AJ] should constrain the debtor, but
not tempt the creditor".\textsuperscript{326}

As the amount that the creditor can recover through the guarantee increases, the temptation to
opportunistically call upon the guarantee becomes harder to withstand. The creditor may be
somewhat restricted in acting opportunistically when his reputation is at stake,\textsuperscript{327} but this will
not always deter all opportunism, especially not when it is hard to prove or detect, or when
the stakes are high enough.

\textsuperscript{320} Of course, the insider element of the guarantee is essential here. If guarantor and debtor are
unrelated, and the guarantee thus does not give the creditor any control over the debtor, the analysis
does not apply; compare Mann, 1999, p. 2259; see extensively paragraph 3.2 below.
\textsuperscript{321} See further paragraph 3.2 below.
\textsuperscript{322} Compare Ayotte and Morrison, 2009.
\textsuperscript{323} Lin, 1993.
\textsuperscript{324} Scott, 1986, p. 930.
\textsuperscript{325} See also Garvey, 1994; Mann, 1999, p. 2232 ff; Scott, 1986, p. 930.
\textsuperscript{326} Scott, 1986, p. 930.
\textsuperscript{327} Scott, 1986, p. 929; Mann, 1999; compare also Bertrams, 2017; Weert, 2017.
Of course, opportunistic use of the guarantee towards the guarantor does not directly hurt the debtor, but concerns the guarantor. We should however not forget that, in the context of especially SME finance, debtor and guarantor are often closely connected. If the guarantor is shareholder or director of the company, recourse of the creditor on the guarantor can paralyze the debtor, which is likely to be partly run and financed by that same guarantor.

Also apart from opportunistic use of guarantees, the debtor can be seriously harmed by the existence of guarantees, or even the practice of lenders to require guarantees. Institutional lenders routinely require small-business owners to issue personal guarantees. Depending on the amount that small-business owners are required to guarantee, this practice can make limited liability virtually unavailable to the business owner, especially in a market dominated by large institutional lenders. Of course, the guarantee only cancels limited liability to one lender, but if the guaranteed amount is large, the small-business owner assumes a large part of the downside risk of the business and does thus not really profit from limited liability when all goes wrong. In fact, in such a set-up, it is the guaranteed lender that profits most from limited liability (and entity shielding), having a claim on two distinct asset pools instead of one. In such a setup, the entrepreneur is not really encouraged in taking risks, which limits the appetite of the debtor to seize business opportunities.

In short, the problem that the guarantee creates is that it may, under circumstances, influence the debtor to be too cautious, in circumstances where he shouldn't be. Business ventures may not be undertaken and innovative ideas may not be pursued because of the guarantee relationship, which is thus costly to the debtor. The point is not that this is always the case. As discussed in chapter 2, the guarantee may actually round the sharp edges of limited liability by deterring excessive risk taking. The point is however that creditor control through guarantees can, under circumstances, in turn also lead to inefficiencies by deterring welfare enhancing projects that are not in the interest of the secured creditor. Next to possibly leading to underinvestment, the debtor may suffer from opportunistic behavior of the creditor, which becomes more likely as the amount that the creditor can recover through the guarantee increases and as the defenses of the guarantor are weakened.

Furthermore, a consumer debtor will often not be able to oversee that a guarantee of a relative for his or her debt will de facto limit future options of making a debt-free fresh start by applying for bankruptcy and completing the procedure. Most legal systems offer such a procedure for natural persons, making sure such persons get a ‘second chance’ with a clean slate subject to certain conditions. The fact that a debtor can foresee a future with a clean slate may theoretically lead him to overinvest, or to shift assets to family members just before applying for bankruptcy. A lender could protect himself against such behavior by requiring a guarantee by one or more relatives. Such a guarantee can, apart from possibly changing the debtor’s behavior towards the lender, have a side effect that seriously endangers the debtor’s fresh start. If the debtor does go bankrupt and, assuming the guaranteed creditor is not paid in full, calls on the guarantor, that

---

328 See the introduction to this thesis; see also Mann, 1998; Hahn, 2006.
329 For example, in the Netherlands, small business owners typically only guarantee a part of the loan, see also Haentjens, 2010.
331 Compare Acharya, Amihud and Litov, 2011, testing and proving the notion that strong creditor rights can lead to sub-optimal investment strategies; See also Tung, 2009, p. 174.
333 And costly to society at large, a point to be developed further below.
guarantor will get a recourse claim on the debtor. Such a recourse claim will probably not be enforceable after the debtor is granted a fresh start under the applicable bankruptcy laws. However, if the guarantor is a close relative, which will often be the case in the consumer context, the fact that the claim is not enforceable by law may not change much. The debtor may still feel obliged to pay back the guarantor that has bled for him or her in one way or another.\textsuperscript{334} Or worse, if the guarantor is the spouse of the debtor, the family remains indebted until both have gone through bankruptcy with a fresh start. In essence, by using the moral bond between guarantor and debtor, the parties have to a large extent circumvented the fresh start rules that bankruptcy provides, and undercut the policy considerations underlying such fresh start rules.\textsuperscript{335}

### 2.3 Summary

Chapter 2 showed the efficient functions of the insider guarantee relationship, which can mainly be ascribed to aligning the interests of guarantor and indirectly the debtor to those of the creditor. This section discussed that the guarantee relationship can also be used to act opportunistically towards parties in the guarantee relationship, most notably the guarantor. While there has been a strong focus in the recent literature on the protection of weak sureties such as family members of the debtor, the cost of opportunistic use of guarantees towards weak parties in the context of corporate finance has mostly been overlooked. This chapter explained the costs of such opportunistic use, calling for regulation of the problems identified.

The guarantee relationship is not only dangerous for the weak guarantor, but can also lead to sub-optimal investment incentives for the debtor, who next to that also runs the risk of reverse-opportunism. In such a set-up it is the guaranteed lender that profits most from limited liability (and entity shielding), having a claim on two distinct asset pools instead of one. The entrepreneur is not really encouraged in taking risks, which limits the appetite of the debtor to seize business opportunities.

Both opportunism towards a weak guarantor and towards a weak debtor are not only distributionally suspect, but also create inefficiencies that should be addressed. The idea that guarantees in corporate finance generally promote efficiency is thus thoroughly challenged.

\textsuperscript{334} Instructive is the following quote of James Benamor, CEO of ‘Amigo Loans’, an outlet that offers guarantor loans to consumers: “When it’s a social relationship people are much less likely to walk away from a debt than if it was to a bank”.

\textsuperscript{335} See for such policy considerations inter alia the proposal of the European Commission for a Directive ‘on preventive restructuring frameworks, second chance and measures to increase the efficiency of restructuring, insolvency and discharge procedures and amending Directive 2012/30/EU’ (COM (2016) 723 final, 22 November 2016): “Inefficient second chance frameworks result in entrepreneurs being locked into debt-traps or driven to the black economy”.
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3 Opportunism towards outsiders to the guarantee relationship

This thesis aims to fundamentally change the debate on guarantees by questioning the economic function of the guarantee relationship in corporate finance. By casting a wide net, it becomes clear that guarantees are often used opportunistically towards outsiders. In this setting, the guarantor may actually be the stronger party, imposing costs on outsiders. While one of the most important functions of the guarantee can be to reduce opportunistic behavior of debtor and guarantor, the guarantee relationship can just as well be used to opportunistically extract rents from outsiders that did not agree to the guarantee relationship and may not even know of it. In this paragraph, the ability of the guarantee relationship to create such externalities will be discussed, with a focus on the context of corporate finance. Creating such externalities is problematic and can be inefficient.336 The idea that guarantees in corporate finance generally promote efficiency is thus challenged.

Two clearly distinguishable categories of externalities of the guarantee relationship are opaque priority structures and covert insider dealing. In the first case, a guarantee relationship is used to set up a structure in which, often in a complex and covert way, the creditor or the guarantor is, or both are, from the outset (‘ex ante’) put in a priority position vis-a-vis the other creditors of the debtor, to the detriment of those other creditors and other stakeholders. The opportunistic behavior in this category is the creation of that opaque priority structure. In the second case, a guarantee by an insider (such as a shareholder or director) gives the insider incentive to influence the debtor to make preferential distributions to the guaranteed creditor. This incentive often becomes especially strong in financial distress of the debtor, (long) after concluding the guarantee (‘ex post’). Such insider dealing by the guarantor may remain covert exactly because of the guarantee relationship.

3.1 Ex ante opportunism: Opaque priority structures

In the context of corporate finance, guarantees often serve as a device to create a structure in which one creditor or guarantor has structural priority over other creditors. This is not directly apparent, because it seems that the guaranteed creditor has recourse to an alternative source of payment with the guarantee and thus is not prioritized above other creditors of the debtor. But when one zooms out from the entity level, the priority granted by guarantees, and the externalities that come with it, become apparent. The priority that a guarantee can grant a creditor or a guarantor works much like the priority that real security rights can offer, but important differences also exist. Most importantly, the priority granted through complex guarantee structures is often much more covert and, because of that, often much more problematic.

Simply put, parties can create an opaque priority structure by combining limited liability incorporation with a guarantee by the shareholder to certain creditors. Thus, a selectively pierced limited liability shield is created. This situation is very common in practice. Such a

336 Bebchuk and Fried, 1996; 1997; see also Baird, 1994a, p. 2265.
structure is often used in small-business finance, in which the business owner often guarantees certain business debts towards a major creditor such as a bank. It can also often be found in the financing of corporate groups, in which group companies guarantee each other’s debts (or even all the group debts) towards a bank. This paragraph will discuss the opaque priority structures that a guarantee relationship can create in the context of corporate finance and will discuss to which extent and under which circumstances such priority is justified from an economic perspective.

First, the way in which guarantees effectively grant seniority status is explained and dissected (paragraph 3.1.1). After that, the justification for a selectively pierced limited liability shield is discussed by using both the literature on the justification for limited liability (par. 3.1.2) and on the justification for real security rights (par. 3.1.3). This discussion concludes that using guarantees to create a selective limited liability structure is highly problematic from an economic perspective.

3.1.1 Opaque seniority through guarantees

Guarantees can be used to create an opaque priority structure, which enables creditor and guarantor to create benefits, to the disadvantage of other creditors of the debtor. The structural seniority that the guaranteed creditor receives by a combination of incorporation and a piercing guarantee, can be dissected in various elements. The first element comprises the fact that the guaranteed creditor has a choice of whom to claim from, whereas other creditors do not. The second element is that the guaranteed creditor can also choose not to choose, but to first claim the full amount from one (co-)debtor or guarantor and consequently claim a possible deficiency from another. The third element is that the creditor, depending on the rules applicable, may even submit full claims to both guarantor and debtor. To understand these elements, an example will be used.

Consider for example a bank that has an unsecured claim of 90. There are 10 other unsecured creditors, each with a claim of 30. The debtor has assets worth 100. In case of distribution in insolvency, each would receive (rounded) 26% (see figure 1).

---

337 Part of the analysis in this paragraph is based on my article in the Maandblad voor Vermogensrecht: Jonkers, 2018.
Figure 1: Simple case without guarantees

As a variation, consider the debtor is not one single entity, but is subdivided into a Holding company and 9 subsidiary entities, each with limited liability. Everything else stays the same, though the bank has provided the loan to the Holding company with guarantees of all subsidiaries for the full sum, as is common in group finance. All other creditors only have a claim in relation to one single debtor and each on a different subsidiary (figure 2).338

Figure 2: Case with incorporation and piercing guarantees to bank339

The first element of structural seniority for the bank, compared to the simpler case in which there was only one entity and no guarantees, is that the bank is protected against bankruptcy of for example subsidiary 1 in a situation in which the rest of the group survives. If that subsidiary is declared bankrupt, the position of the bank is not necessarily weakened if the other debtors are still solvent. The bank keeps a claim of 90 on all the other debtors and, if they are solvent, they should in principle be able to pay the bank eventually. In the example, creditor 1 is however not protected. This creditor has a claim of 30 on a bankrupt entity with assets worth 10 and can thus at most, assuming the bank does not take part in the insolvency proceedings, look forward to 33% pay-out, foregoing costs. However, the bank could also assert a claim of 90. If allowed, the pay-out percentage drops to 8,3% (10 assets divided by 120 liabilities). The creditor gets 8,3% and has no other source of recourse, whereas the bank also gets 8,3% whilst keeping recourse against the 9 solvent entities.

The structural seniority that the bank gets through a combination of incorporation and piercing guarantees does not stop there. If the whole group is declared bankrupt, the bank does, under most legal systems, not have to choose whom to claim on. The bank just submits its full claim in each insolvency proceeding, recycling the same claim again and again, even though the amount

---
338 This example takes a corporate group with quite a few (10) entities, as the effect is very strong in this context. The analysis however also holds and the effects are substantial in the simpler case a single person incorporates one entity and guarantees the debts of the entity.
339 In this example, one of the ten creditors without guarantees has a claim on the holding, which is for reasons of simplicity not clearly depicted here
of 90 has only been provided once. This effect, which has been termed ‘squeezing down’ ordinary creditors by Widen, is for an important part related to a mechanism that we can call ‘double proof’ or ‘double dipping’.\textsuperscript{340} Double proof occurs when a creditor is able to make more than one claim in relation to a single debt. This mechanism can, dependent on the legal rules, occur in two different degrees of strength. The strong version is when the bank is indeed allowed to submit the full claim ten times, without regard to pay-out in either of the bankruptcy cases. The weaker form is when the bank can only recycle the deficiency claim in each proceeding. Recycling just the deficiency claim will be developed further below with an example.

If, in a bankruptcy of all the group entities, the bank would be allowed to submit its claim of 90 in each bankruptcy proceeding in full without regard to pay-out in the proceedings of the other bankruptcy cases, the strong form of double (or actually 10-fold) proof occurs. The bank is able to make ten claims of 90, thus total 900, whilst it has only made a loan of 90. The pay-out of the bank rises from 26\% in figure 1 to 83\% in figure 3. Allowing the bank to every time assert a claim of 90, the pay-out in each entity is (10 assets divided by 120 liabilities, times 100) 8.3\%. That means a pay-out of 7.5 for the bank in each separate case, totalling 75 pay-out in the ten cases together. In total, the bank thus gets a pay-out of 75 on a claim of 90, which is 83\%, equalling (logically) 10 times the pay-out percentage in each individual case. The other creditors are left with 8.3\% each (see figure 3).\textsuperscript{341}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Strong-form double proof}
\end{figure}

From the perspective of the bankruptcy proceeding of an individual group entity of a bankrupt group, double proof can also lead to odd results. Assume an individual group company that is relatively small, for example with a balance sheet total of 300,000 whereas the group has a balance sheet total of 50 million. The group as a whole may have used a credit line of 20 million, guaranteed by all individual group companies. The total of creditors (other than the bank) of the


\textsuperscript{341} See further, also for other numerical examples, Widen 2007, p.307 ff; see also, with a slightly different approach, Squire 2011. This example is not used to suggest that this would be the main reason for banks and companies to structure the company and the loan in this way. There are many reasons why subdividing into subsidiaries may be functional, see for an overview Rock 2013, p.1968.
individual group company could be 400,000, whereas there could, after liquidation, only be 200,000 in assets to distribute, amounting to a pay-out of 50%. However, the bank also submits its claim of 20 million, even though this individual group company obviously did not use the full credit facility of 20 million. Admission of this claim would reduce the pay-out to creditors to roughly (200,000 divided by 20.4 million =) 1%. The 200,000 thus almost entirely goes to the guaranteed bank; the other creditors are left with barely nothing, whilst they (probably) actually extended credit to this entity, whereas the bank merely extended credit to the group as a whole.

Two variations to strong-form double proof can be conceptualized. In the first, the bank would only be allowed to submit its deficiency claim in each insolvency, which would mean 90 in the first and, if the pay-out in the first is 8,3% (= 7,5) (as in the example above), 90 minus 7,5 = 82,5 in the second, etcetera (see figure 4). Most legal systems have this rule for real security rights granted by the debtor. The creditor would then only get a percentage of the proceeds of the unencumbered assets based on the unsecured part of his claim. Squire calls this ‘single proof’ as opposed to double proof. According to Squire, the difference between single proof and double proof is often actually not that dramatic.\(^{342}\) The larger value transfer from unsecured creditors to the bank lies in the fact that the bank can issue a claim against ten asset pools, even though he only extended credit once, possibly combined with correlation seeking.\(^{343}\) Whether each claim is allowed to be the full claim, or only a deficiency claim, is in many cases indeed a detail, but can also make a substantial difference in some cases.\(^{344}\)

Referring to this as ‘single proofing’ (as Squire does) is somewhat confusing. A better term, which I use here, is deficiency double proof. Deficiency double proof essentially still allows for double proofing, but just for smaller amounts. If the guaranteed creditor can share pro rata in the distribution in the first bankruptcy based on a claim of 90, and after receiving 7,5 can share pro rata in the second bankruptcy based on a claim of 82,5, double proofing still occurs but just

\(^{342}\) See for a simple model Squire, 2011, pp. 634–635.

\(^{343}\) See on correlation seeking Squire, 2010; 2011; see extensively also paragraph 3.1.4 on correlation seeking.

\(^{344}\) See for example the Nortel cases, with billions of US Dollars in claims, in which the difference between single proofing and double proofing makes a substantial difference. See Westbrook, 2015.
for smaller amounts. The guaranteed creditor now gets a combined return of roughly 72%345, compared to (on average) 12%346 for the other creditors. Although he only extended 90 of credit, he is able to, in the ten bankruptcy cases combined, assert a total claim of 593347 (down from 900 in the case of strong-form double proof), squeezing down ordinary creditors that are only able to assert the amount of their claim once and in one bankruptcy proceeding. In short, if the guaranteed creditor is only allowed to assert deficiency claims against each co-debtor, double proof still occurs, but just in a weaker form.

When allowing strong form double proof with guarantees, cases become extreme when real security rights are taken into the equation. What if the claim of the guaranteed creditor is for 90% secured by real security rights? Assume for simplicity that the assets on which the security rights rest are primarily held by one subsidiary. Would the creditor really be allowed to submit the full claim against the other subsidiaries, whilst 90% payment is already secured because of the security rights? Particularly interesting here is the fact that, as already mentioned above, most legal systems do not allow such strong form double proof with real security rights at the entity level. If a creditor has security rights given by a certain entity, he can only share pro rata with other creditors in the insolvency of that entity based on the unsecured part of the claim, not on the basis of the full claim. It seems that this rule can easily be circumvented by placing the assets in various subsidiaries and having them guarantee the full debt towards the creditor. Why would such circumvention be allowed? There seems to be little justification for this.

Double proof becomes especially problematic in relation to credit bids. The term credit bidding is used to describe a practice in which a creditor with security rights over certain property bids on the property in an execution sale. Such a bid is done in paper money, as the receiving party is the creditor himself, at least in as far as the creditor has an outstanding claim. The creditor can thus make a bid up to the amount of his outstanding claim, without having to provide actual money. Above, it was discussed that creditors, in the context of group finance, can have artificially high claims on all group entities because of guarantees. Without any considerable brakes on either double proof or credit bids, the creditor could use these artificially high amounts to make artificially high credit bids on all the property over which he also holds real security rights, thus keeping strong control over the debtor's property, possibly even without such credit bids affecting his claims over other group companies (although one could argue that the creditor can, in all the bankruptcy proceedings together, only credit bid up to a total of the outstanding claim, because he would otherwise on paper receive more than 100% of his claim).

The example above (figure 3) may need some explanation on the nature and appearance of double proof. If the bank in the example above extended a total of 90 credit to 10 group companies, and thus has a claim of 90 on each, the strongest version of double proofing would mean that, in case of a group insolvency, the bank can claim 90 in each insolvency, disregarding any payments the bank receives on the debt after the date of bankruptcy filing. I call this strong-form double proof.

\[
\begin{align*}
(10/120)x90 & = 7.5 \quad + \quad (10/112,50)x82.5 \quad = \quad 7.3 \quad + \quad (10/105,2)x75.2 \quad = \quad 7.15 \quad + \quad (10/98,05)x68.05 \quad = \quad 6.94 \\
+ \quad (10/91,11)x61.11 \quad = \quad 6.71 \quad + \quad (10/84,4)x54.4 \quad = \quad 6.45 \quad + \quad (10/77,95)x47.95 \quad = \quad 6.15 \quad + \quad (10/71,8)x41.8 \quad = \\
+ \quad (10/68,98)x38.98 \quad = \quad 5.65 \quad + \quad (10/63,33)x33.33 \quad = \quad 5.26 \quad = \quad \text{total 64,93 payment on a claim of 90, which amounts to 72% pay-out.}
\end{align*}
\]

345 The total of assets in all bankruptcies combined was 100. 100 minus 64,93 (see footnote above) = 35,7, which is the total distribution to the other creditors, who together have a total claim of 300. 35,7/300 x 100% = 12%.

346 See also calculation above, 90 + 82,5 + 75,2 + 68,05 + 61,11 + 54,4 + 47,95 + 41,8 + 38,98 + 33,33 = 593,33.
In short, the structural seniority that the guaranteed creditor receives by a combination of incorporation and a piercing guarantee, can be dissected in various elements. The first element comprises the fact that the guaranteed creditor has a choice of whom to claim from, whereas other creditors do not. The second element is that the guaranteed creditor can also choose not to choose, but to first claim the full amount from one (co-)debtor or guarantor and consequently claim a possible deficiency from another (deficiency double proof). The third element is that the creditor, depending on the rules applicable, may even be allowed to submit full claims to both guarantor and debtor in bankruptcy (‘strong form double proof’).

3.1.2 Justification for selective perforation of limited liability?348

As discussed at various points above, insider guarantees are often used in combination with incorporation, often to neutralize, as far as the guaranteed creditor is concerned, the agency problems that incorporation creates. This creates a somewhat paradoxical combination of incorporation and a partial cancellation of the effects of incorporation. Incorporation partitions a pool of assets by way of both entity shielding and limited liability; the guarantee, in turn, selectively perforates that partition for the benefit of one or more creditors.349 Paragraph 2 above already discussed that, because of the guarantee, especially the guaranteed creditor profits from the principle of limited liability (and entity shielding), rather than the entrepreneur. This situation of two asset pools (with perforations) can create externalities for the creditors that can only reach one asset pool, at least if compared to a situation in which all assets remain in one pool (see extensively paragraph 3.1.1 above).350

The fact that incorporation combined with a perforating guarantee can be used to move value away from unsecured, and especially from non-adjusting,351 creditors is not particularly

---

348 Part of this paragraph is based on my earlier Dutch article on the McGregor bankruptcy: Jonkers, 2017.
349 Squire also speaks of perforation in this context, see Squire, 2011; the word ‘partition’ itself relates to separation of an asset pool by way of entity shielding and owner shielding. Entity shielding means the shareholder’s creditors cannot claim on the business directly, owner shielding (limited liability) means the shareholder is protected from claims of creditors of his corporation. (Hansmann & Kraakman 2000; Hansmann et al. 2006) A guarantee could either pierce the entity shield, or the owner shield, or both (a mutual guarantee).
350 Consider a person, X, with some personal wealth, who wants to engage in some business activity. Y is willing to provide X a loan. X’s business plan looks solid, but because of working with dangerous chemicals, there is small risk of making tort creditors. If this risk indeed materialises, the possible liability of X is likely to outreach his assets by large numbers. For both Y and X, it may therefore be sensible to incorpoart X. In other words: X becomes the sole shareholder of a new company: C. C takes the loan from Y, X in turns guarantees the loan in order to prevent X from acting opportunistically, and to secure Y’s payback in case the risk of above indeed materializes. If the risk does not materialize, this option may prove slightly more expensive than a direct loan to X without incorporating because of higher transaction costs, but in case the risk does materialize both X and Y have made a good choice. Y will, unlike the tort creditors, have recourse to X under the guarantee, after sharing with the tort creditors in C’s bankruptcy. X in turn will not be confronted with the tort creditors (absent options for corporate veil-piercing), he just loses his equity stake in C and will have to refund Y in as far as Y does not receive sufficient pay-out in insolvency proceedings of C. What happens here is that Y and X externalize costs with a combination of incorporating and guaranteeing on tort creditors that are not able to adjust, as they are involuntary creditors (See further Lopucki 1996, pp.19–23, see also Hansmann & Kraakman 1991, compare Millon 2007; Muscat 1996; Landers 1975).
351 See on non-adjusting creditors Bebchuk and Fried, 1996; Warren and Westbrook, 2005; See also Barneveld, 2014, pp. 56–61.
surprising. The rule of limited liability can obviously be used to create such externalities. A rich literature exists on the justification for and downsides of incorporation and limited liability in general, often in the context of the most far reaching remedy against limited liability: veil-piercing. This paragraph considers those arguments for and against limited liability, but in the particular context of limited liability perforated by guarantees. The question is, simply put, whether possible arguments for and against limited liability (still) apply when the limited liability shield is voluntarily perforated by guarantees. Is limited liability, and the externalities it creates, (still) justified if voluntarily perforated in relation to strong, financial creditors?

The effect of limited liability in the corporate context is that shareholders of a corporation are not liable for the debts of the corporation. In case of failure, they do not lose more than their equity investment. In that sense, they are limitedly liable, with their initial investment as a maximum loss. Limited liability is often viewed as the greatest advantage of the corporation. In this context, reference is often made to a quote by the then president of Columbia University:

“[T]he limited liability corporation is the greatest single discovery of modern times, even steam and electricity are far less important than the limited liability corporation, and they would be reduced to comparative impotence without it .... It substitutes co-operation on a large scale for individual, cut-throat, parochial competition. It makes possible huge economy in production and in trading ... it means the only possible engine for carrying on international trade on a scale commensurate with modern needs and opportunities.”

Limited liability limits the exposure of shareholders to risk, but does not make the risk decrease or disappear. The limited liability rule encompasses a transfer of risk from shareholders to

---

353 The questions why and when incorporation could be efficient are possibly the most discussed questions in law and economics since its emergence. This debate is generally referred to as the ‘Theory of the Firm’, and arguably started with Coase’s 1937 article ‘The Nature of the Firm’ (Coase 1937). The question Coase addresses is why people organize behavior in firms instead of using the price mechanism the markets offer. He takes the position that “(…) the operation of the market costs something and by forming an organization and allowing some authority (an “entrepreneur”) to direct the resources, certain market costs are saved”. It is impossible to discuss the full debate on the Theory of the Firm, but generally these theories do not have much to say on why incorporation would be necessary to organize behavior in a firm and more specifically on why the concept of limited liability would have to be applied (Ayotte & Hansmann 2013, p.719). Indeed, limited liability is, against popular belief, not a necessary feature of the business corporation (Hansmann et al. 2006; Hansmann and Squire, 2016).
354 See on justifications for limited liability in the corporation generally: Bainbridge and Henderson, 2016; Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985; Hansmann, Kraakman and Squire, 2006; Hansmann and Squire, 2016; Blumberg, 1986; Freedman, 2000, p. 347; Ribstein, 1992, p. 428; see on limited liability and (justifications for) veil-piercing: Presser, 2016, chap. 1; Macey and Mitts, 2014; Thompson, 2004; Thompson, 1991; Oh, 2010; Bainbridge, 2005; Rapp, 2006; see on justification for limited liability in the context of tort claims specifically: Hansmann and Kraakman, 1991; Leeborn, 1991.
355 And its less well known counterpart: entity shielding, see further below and see Hansmann, Kraakman and Squire, 2006. When discussing the upside and downside of limited liability, it is important to distinguish roughly between two alternative rules, that each have their own up- and downsides: pro rata liability of shareholders (which can be specified in different ways); and joint and several liability of shareholders. See also Blumberg, 1986, pp. 611–612.
356 See Presser, 2016, para. 1:1; Bainbridge and Henderson, 2016, chap. 2.
357 See Presser, 2016, para. 1:1, the quote is by President Butler of Columbia University; see for a comparable statement The Economist redaction, 2016; Barber, 1981, pp. 371–372; see however Hansmann and Kraakman, 2000; Hansmann, Kraakman and Squire, 2006, asserting entity shielding is a more important feature of the corporation.
If the corporation fails and, upon failure, does not have enough assets to satisfy claims of creditors, the creditors are left emptyhanded. As has been discussed in chapter 2, paragraph 5, such a shift of risk may lead to efficient outcomes, for example if the creditor is a cheaper risk bearer, or a better monitor of the debtor. This is what economic arguments supporting or attacking the default rule of limited liability for corporations focus on: when does the shift of risk to creditors as a default rule make economic sense?\textsuperscript{359}

In discussing arguments for and against limited liability, it is helpful to make a broad distinction between three types of cases with differing underlying policy considerations: (a) limited liability of the dispersed shareholders of a large public company; (b) limited liability of a parent corporation for corporate subsidiaries within a corporate group; (c) limited liability of the shareholders of small, closely held corporations. Guarantees by shareholders are plentiful in situation (b) and (c), but almost never found in situation (a). The discussion below of the arguments supporting limited liability in each situation will help understand why – and will show why the arguments supporting limited liability are much weaker in case of perforating guarantees.

\textbf{a) Limited liability in the public corporation}

In the case of dispersed shareholders of a large public company, limited liability is relatively uncontroversial.\textsuperscript{360} It is easy to see why limited liability and the shift of risk this encompasses from shareholders to creditors make economic sense. The shareholders could be thousands of different persons or entities, possibly from different countries and with differing wealth and abilities. The shareholders are probably not the best monitors of firm performance. Shifting risk and thus monitoring activity to the possibly less dispersed group of creditors may be rational.\textsuperscript{361}

Moreover, if shareholders would be jointly and severally liable for the corporation’s debts, they would also have to monitor the wealth of the other shareholders.\textsuperscript{362} If they would instead be pro rata liable, the shareholders would not have to monitor each other, but the creditors of the company would still have to monitor the company and the shareholder’s wealth.\textsuperscript{363} Allowing for limited liability simplifies the arrangement considerably for all actors involved by reducing the number of factors to take into account when assessing the value of their claim.

Moreover, in large public companies, small shareholders often have little influence on (daily) decisions of the company. Ownership and control are thus to a large degree separated, at least as

\textsuperscript{358} See also Vanderkerckhove, 2007, p. 8.
\textsuperscript{359} See for example Bainbridge and Henderson, 2016, p. 9 ff.
\textsuperscript{360} Klein and Jr., 2007, p. 147; Bainbridge and Henderson, 2016, p. 10. Somewhat controversial, also in this situation, is limited liability in relation to tort creditors because they are involuntary creditors, see Hansmann and Kraakman, 1991, and in relation to voluntary creditors that do not have the means or sophistication to bargain, see Freedman, 2000, p. 330.
\textsuperscript{361} The weakness of the argument is that this is not always the case, and does not apply to all creditors equally. That a financing bank is a better monitor than a natural person that holds a few shares in a large company is obvious, but small trade creditors and involuntary creditors pose more difficult questions. Freedman, 2000, p. 330; see on tort creditors extensively: Hansmann and Kraakman, 1991, arguing that limited liability should not be upheld against this category of creditors. One could also argue that the argument that shareholders are dispersed and thus not the best monitors does not substantiate the rule of limited liability as such, because the group of shareholders is often dispersed especially because limited liability is available. If it would not be, the shareholders would not be dispersed whereas the creditors would probably.
\textsuperscript{362} Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985, pp. 94–95; Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 2.1; Freedman, 2000, p. 328.
\textsuperscript{363} Compare Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 2.1.
a practical matter. Both from a moral, and from an economic perspective, it may thus make sense not to hold shareholders liable for the company’s debts.\textsuperscript{364} The economic argument would be that shareholders would otherwise be deterred from investing in the company (though one could argue they would simply invest as creditors if limited liability were not available). The risk that they become liable for a large sum while not even having had much influence on the decision-making is likely to put them off becoming a shareholder.\textsuperscript{365}

Another often mentioned argument, which has a close connection to the former two arguments, is that limited liability of shareholders makes diversification a more rational strategy.\textsuperscript{366} The reduced need to monitor the firm because of limited liability, and the reduced need to monitor other shareholders, makes it more rational to hold many small shareholdings, instead of one non-diversified large share. This means that less wealthy people or institutions can also enjoy the benefits of diversification more easily.\textsuperscript{367}

Unlimited shareholder liability, whether pro rata or joint and several, can also hamper transferability of shares.\textsuperscript{368} Not only would future shareholders have to assess the risk of future liability extensively (this is the less interesting point, because limited liability in turn means creditors will have to monitor the risk of future liability more extensively), but a transfer of a share from a not very wealthy shareholder to a wealthy shareholder would also become less likely, because this would mean a (potential) benefit to the corporation’s creditors, at the expense of the wealthier shareholder.\textsuperscript{369} This would generally mean that sales of shares would be more rational from richer to poorer shareholders, thus seriously undermining the liquidity of shares.

Easy transferability of shares and a high degree of liquidity could in turn also help to keep management sharp. Shareholders, especially small shareholders, may not have enough incentive to monitor management, but if the firm is poorly managed, other investors may buy blocks of shares at a discount and (influence to) replace management (shareholder activism). The mere possibility that shares are bought by such activist investors, may keep management alert and committed.\textsuperscript{370}

Limited liability of course also has its downsides,\textsuperscript{371} most notably inviting opportunism by the debtor as extensively discussed in chapter 2 paragraph 3.\textsuperscript{372} Another downside is the fact that risk is shifted not only to sophisticated creditors, but also to involuntary and unsophisticated voluntary creditors.\textsuperscript{373} These creditors are often not able to bear the risk better than the shareholders, of course dependent on the specific situation.\textsuperscript{374}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[364] Blumberg, 1986, p. 612.
\item[365] Blumberg, 1986, p. 612.
\item[366] Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985, pp. 94–95; Manne, 1967; Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 2.4; Freedman, 2000, p. 328.
\item[367] As Blumberg notes, the argument is less applicable to very wealthy investors, because they were probably already able to diversify because of a large asset portfolio, see Blumberg, 1986, p. 613.
\item[368] Rapp, 2006, p. 1093; Freedman, 2000, p. 328.
\item[369] Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 2.2.
\item[370] Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985, p. 95.
\item[371] See for example Blumberg, 1986, p. 616 ff; Hansmann and Squire, 2016, paras 2.9-2.10.
\item[372] Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 2.9; Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985, pp. 103–104.
\item[373] Freedman, 2000, p. 330; Blumberg, 1986, pp. 616–617.
\item[374] It has in that context been argued that limited liability should be abolished towards tort claimants, see Leebron, 1991; Hansmann and Kraakman, 1991.
\end{footnotes}
These downsides are not very relevant in the situation of dispersed shareholders of a large corporation. The separation of ownership and control (managers are in charge, not shareholders directly) puts a brake on shareholder misconduct.\textsuperscript{375} And because shareholders are so dispersed, the chance that they would be better at bearing risk than managers is small. The upsides of limited liability probably often outweigh the downsides here, although there are some controversial issues (think again of involuntary creditors).\textsuperscript{376} It should come as no surprise that courts almost never pierce the veil in the case of large public corporations.\textsuperscript{377} Moreover, guarantees by shareholders for debts of such companies are hardly conceivable and also almost never found in practice. That should also not be a surprise, as limited shareholder liability is probably the more efficient rule, and because shareholder guarantees would be highly impractical to bargain for because of the large number and diverse group of shareholders.\textsuperscript{378}

(b) Limited liability within a corporate group

In the second situation, that of limited liability of a parent corporation for corporate subsidiaries within a corporate group, the arguments supporting limited liability are much less strong than in the situation of limited liability of dispersed shareholders.\textsuperscript{379} Some benefits can obviously not be provided by limited liability for a parent corporation: there is only one shareholder, so shareholders don’t have to monitor each other and liquidity of shares is already provided by limited liability of the shareholders of the parent corporation.\textsuperscript{380} The other benefits can theoretically be applicable, but usually are not.\textsuperscript{381} Diversification by the parent is for example unlikely.\textsuperscript{382} The creditors as a group may be better risk-bearers and monitors, but in a group of companies, the parent is more likely to be a better risk bearer and monitor.\textsuperscript{383} This however depends on the circumstances. In any case, if a sophisticated creditor successfully bargains for a guarantee from the parent, this could be a signal that the creditor is not a better risk bearer.\textsuperscript{384}

One last possible benefit of limited liability within the corporate group however may need some more explanation. The most influential theory over the last few decades on why firms would subdivide and more specifically why limited liability makes sense within a corporate group, is probably Richard Posner’s reply to Landers on this point. In 1975, Landers criticized the reliance of corporate subsidiaries on limited liability, which would allow groups to constantly move assets around within the corporate group to move value away from creditors.\textsuperscript{385} Posner famously replied that subdividing groups does make economic sense, particularly to creditors.\textsuperscript{386} His theory has become known as the Creditor-Monitoring theory and is to date the most influential theory on the subject. Simply put, Posner argues monitoring a large firm is expensive for creditors because there is a large amount of assets and liabilities they have to monitor.

\textsuperscript{375} Bainbridge, 2001, p. 501.
\textsuperscript{376} Klein and Jr., 2007, p. 147.
\textsuperscript{377} Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985, p. 109; some even say that this never happens, see for example Klein and Jr., 2007, p. 149, asserting that “no case has ever held individual shareholders of a public, as opposed to a closely held, corporation to be personally liable.”
\textsuperscript{378} See for this second point also Cheng, 2014, pp. 155–156.
\textsuperscript{380} Klein and Jr., 2007, p. 147; Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 3; Blumberg, 1986, pp. 623–626; Rapp, 2006, p. 1095.
\textsuperscript{381} Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 3; Blumberg, 1986, pp. 623–626.
\textsuperscript{382} Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 3; Blumberg, 1986, pp. 623–626.
\textsuperscript{383} Cheng, 2014, p. 160.
\textsuperscript{384} Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 3.
\textsuperscript{385} Landers, 1975.
\textsuperscript{386} Posner, 1976.
Subdividing would reduce the amount of information that a creditor has to gather, both ex ante and ex post becoming a creditor. Moreover, subdividing would promote specialization among creditors by allowing creditors to lend only to those divisions that they understand and can thus easily monitor.\footnote{Posner, 1976; see also Squire, 2011, pp.612–614; Ayotte & Hansmann, 2013, pp.720–721.} In other words, limited liability counterintuitively suits the needs of creditors.

This theory is however very controversial. It becomes especially hard to maintain in the case guarantees are used.\footnote{Hansmann and Squire, 2016.} Various authors argue that the theory is too elegant to be real and is contradicted by the facts. Large corporate groups do not consist of tidy organized subsidiaries that each own a clearly demarcated asset pool. Instead, group structures are in reality rather messy.\footnote{Ayotte & Hansmann, 2013, pp.720–721; Squire, 2011, pp.614–617; Rock, 2013, p.1967 ff.} Corporate groups routinely perforate their internal structure by granting institutional lenders (usually banks or bank syndicates) guarantees on loans to group companies.


Both Squire and Widen argue furthermore that groups are in reality also notoriously bad at keeping track of which assets and liabilities belong to which subsidiaries.\footnote{Squire 2011, p.616; Widen 2007, p.261.} As Hansmann & Squire argue, the fact that a group uses intra-group guarantees fosters the problem of sloppy accounting: the guarantees probably mean that the group will not bother to make specified subsidiary level reports, because the ultimate shareholders and main creditors only care about the value of the group as a whole because of the guarantees.\footnote{Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 3.} Widen’s report gives a good illustration of how messy structures often are:

"In practice, I have been involved in numerous transactions in which (1) the parent could not provide a list of all its subsidiaries without extensive due diligence, (2) the parent could not provide an accurate list of the officers and directors of its subsidiaries, (3) when a list of officers and directors of subsidiaries was provided, many of the named individuals had retired or died, (4) no share certificates existed bearing the current names of the subsidiaries (often because the subsidiaries were acquired in a merger), (5) when minute books could be found, the most recent entries were many years old, and (6) other similar lapses were present. These issues all came up in the context of preparing opinions for transactions with third parties or preparing due diligence rooms for acquisitions. Many of these transactions involved large, well-known, investment-grade companies that otherwise appeared to be well run."\footnote{Widen 2007, p.261 at fn 79.}
This reality of messy corporate group structures is hard to reconcile with Posner’s theory.\textsuperscript{399} Posner’s theory of why limited liability would make sense for corporate subsidiaries does not hold in a world of messy group structures and intra-group guarantees.\textsuperscript{400} Instead, subdivision and the mess created by it, opens up room for asset shifting within the group, thus acting opportunistically towards non-guaranteed creditors.\textsuperscript{401}

In short, both the, already generally weak, arguments that may support applying limited liability in the parent-subsidiary context, are much weaker when the parent has guaranteed certain debts of the subsidiary.\textsuperscript{402} Such a guarantee can be an indication that the shareholders are superior risk-bearers, and that creditor-monitoring benefits are probably not relevant.\textsuperscript{403} See also Leebron:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{399} Squire 2011, pp.614–617; Ayotte & Hansmann, 2013, pp.720–721; One interesting reason for subdividing and guaranteeing has been developed by Casey (Casey, 2014). He argues that the question of why subdividing may be efficient has until now been treated as a binary question, with the options of either subdividing or not subdividing. He however proposes that ‘tailored partitioning’ can reduce the cost of credit. By tailored partitioning, he refers to the situation that a company does subdivide by incorporating a subsidiary, but undoes this partly by contractual constructions such as guarantees. (He also mentions other possible contractual provisions that can achieve such tailoring: cross defaults and cross accelerations. See Casey, 2014.) The way in which this can lower the cost of credit is slightly complicated to understand. He assumes the corporate group is dealing with one primary lender for the whole corporate group that specializes in monitoring the performance of the group. According to Casey, the tailored partitioning of the group creates a selective enforcement mechanism that gives the lender the choice what to do in case one of the group companies defaults. This works as follows. A default of one group company gives a signal to the lender that something is wrong. If we assume that the fortunes of the group of companies are partly correlated, this may tell the lender something about the quality of the loan to the group as a whole, thus on the expected return of the loan as a whole. Depending on what kind of information this default gives the lender, the lender can, if guarantees or guarantee-like devices are in place, either decide to enforce against the defaulting entity or enforce against the whole group (or part of the whole group). If other parts of the group are likely to continue to be financially sound, the lender will leave them alone and continue to receive interest payments. The lender can thus effectively choose ex post whether he treats the groups as one, or treats the group as consisting of separate entities. The lender could not have made the same informed decision ex ante making the loan, because the signal of default was not yet know then. In short, the tailored partitioning provides a selective enforcement tool to the lender. (Casey, 2014) Hansmann and Squire however argue that this theory rests on factual assumptions that are implausible, namely that subsidiaries are truly distinct subsidiaries that keep distinct assets and accounts, and that directors would let one subsidiary default whilst the others are still solvent, instead of propping it up with funds from other subsidiaries. (Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 3).
  \item \textsuperscript{400} Squire 2011, pp.614–617.
  \item \textsuperscript{401} The famous Nortel case can serve as an instructive example here. Nortel formed a group, with the parent in Canada, and subsidiaries in (inter alia) the US and the UK. In fact, the group was however highly integrated, acting as one entity. The main asset of Nortel at the time of bankruptcy was its bundle of IP rights, which were sold by the bankruptcy administrators for around 7 billion USD. It could however not be established which group company owned the IP rights. Therefore, the courts in Canada and the US decided to distribute the value of the IP rights over all the group companies. Parties however differed on the point of the method for distribution, which, after a lot of litigation on who owned the IP rights, led to much more litigation, the costs of which were, in summer 2016, thought to add up to around 2 billion USD, with litigation still going on (Westbrook, 2015; Brickley, 2016). Salient detail is that guarantees given by the US subsidiary to bondholders of the Canadian parent complicated matters further. (Westbrook, 2015) This is an example of the fact that guarantees by business owners are likely to undo many of the benefits of asset partitioning (see also Hansmann and Squire, 2016). This is not entirely surprising, as the guarantee is a contractual perforation of the asset partition. In the example of Nortel, the guarantees increased bankruptcy costs dramatically.
  \item \textsuperscript{402} See also Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 3; Leebron, 1991, p. 1631.
  \item \textsuperscript{403} Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 3; Cheng, 2014, p. 119: “The prevalence of limited liability, however, is more plausibly explained as a reflection of the relative bargaining powers of contractual parties than as an expression of the parties’ desired outcome. Trade creditors and employees accept limited liability, not because it is what they prefer, but because it is too costly to negotiate to alter it. The fact that financial creditors, which generally wield the most bargaining power among the various
“[by issuing a guarantee to a creditor] the shareholders in effect promise to contribute enough additional capital to the corporate enterprise to make sure its debts are paid, or at least the debts that are so guaranteed. If contractual creditors believe such a promise is necessary, it reflects an arm’s length determination that the capital and expected earnings of the enterprise may be insufficient to meet the corporation’s obligations. In effect, such creditors insist that assets of the shareholders conditionally become corporate assets. For these reasons, the obligation also ought to run in favor of non-contractual creditors. These creditors have no opportunity to bargain; it is a reasonable presumption that if they could, they too would insist on the guarantee”\(^{404}\)

Especially in the group context, next to limited liability, another aspect of incorporation should also be discussed in the context of guarantees. Incorporation does not only partition assets by shielding the shareholder from claims by the corporation’s creditors, but also protects the corporation from claims of personal creditors of the shareholder. Those creditors can generally not directly have recourse to the corporation’s assets, they can only have recourse to the (value of the) shares. Only when they can somehow become shareholders through recourse could they theoretically reach the corporation’s assets by liquidating the company (which probably requires a majority vote). But the creditors of the company will probably have to be paid first in case of such a liquidation, before the shareholders can receive a distribution. In that sense, incorporation locks assets into the company, thus protecting the going concern value of the company.\(^{405}\) This way of protecting the incorporated entity’s assets against personal creditors of the shareholder(s) has been called ‘affirmative asset partitioning’ (to distinguish from the defensive asset partitioning that the limited liability rules provide),\(^{406}\) but is now more generally known as ‘entity shielding’.\(^{407}\)

Hansmann & Kraakman famously argued that entity shielding is actually the more important function that organizational law (which includes corporate law) provides, whereas limited liability (owner shielding) can more easily be succeeded through contracting.\(^{408}\) The most notable benefit of such partitioning is that it protects the going concern value of the entity, which cannot directly be contaminated by financial problems of the parent.\(^{409}\) A guarantee can however pierce the entity shield.\(^{410}\) If the entity issues an upstream guarantee, the benefit of providing asset lock in and thus protecting the going concern value of the entity is lost if the guarantee is for a substantial debt. Even a guarantee to one of many creditors puts the entity at

---

\(^{404}\) Leebron 1991, p.1631.

\(^{405}\) Hansmann and Kraakman, 2000.


\(^{407}\) See for example Hansmann and Squire, 2016.

\(^{408}\) Hansmann and Kraakman, 2000; they explain that entity shielding could also be provided by contracting, but would be complicated and costly, whereas limited liability is relatively easy to contract for (but of course only as far as contractual creditors are concerned).

\(^{409}\) Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 2.7; Hansmann and Kraakman, 2000.

\(^{410}\) A guarantee can either selectively pierce limited liability (owner shielding), or it can selectively pierce entity shielding. A downstream guarantee (guarantee by the parent for a subsidiary’s debt) pierces limited liability, whereas an upstream guarantee (guarantee by subsidiary for parent’s debt) pierces entity shielding. In the group context, both are common (often, a combination of downstream, upstream and cross-stream guarantees is used). With an upstream guarantee, the entity issuing the guarantee at least partly loses the benefits that entity shielding potentially produces.
risk of contamination. Thus, such an upstream guarantee seriously calls into question the justification for upholding this separateness.\footnote{Other benefits discussed by Hansmann & Squire include correcting debt overhang and simplifying bankruptcy. Hansmann and Squire, 2016, paras 2.6–2.8. Again, a guarantee for major debts makes the entity liable for the shareholders' debts towards certain creditors and thus doesn't correct debt overhang, and bankruptcy proceedings are often complicated further by a guarantee, as the Nortel case explained in footnote 118 illustrates.}

\textbf{(c) Limited liability in the closely held corporation}

The last situation to discuss is that of a small, closely held corporation. It is generally acknowledged that the micro-economic case for limited liability is much less strong in a closely held corporation than in a publicly held corporation.\footnote{Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985, pp. 109–110; Halpern, Trebilcock and Turnbull, 1980; Bainbridge and Henderson, 2016, p. 10; Freedman, 2000, pp. 331–332; Cheng, 2014; Rapp, 2006, pp. 1093–1095; Barneveld, 2014, p. 47; compare also Vanderkerckhove, 2007, p. 535.} The problem in large corporations is that it is relatively expensive for shareholders to monitor the company. This is usually not the case in small businesses. Moreover, monitoring the other shareholders is usually not necessary because the shareholders are often involved in the daily business and, if there is more than one shareholder, often know each other well. There is often no or very little separation of ownership and control. Shareholders are thus able to monitor each other and the company without incurring additional costs.\footnote{Mitchell, 1989, pp. 1172; 1179} Moreover, the benefits that limited liability provides in terms of possibilities for diversification are much less important in most closely held corporations.\footnote{Bainbridge, 2001, pp. 501; 503}

The most serious downside of limited liability, increasing the agency cost of debt (in other words: inviting debtor opportunism), is, however, likely to be more serious in the closely held corporation.\footnote{Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985, p. 110; Freedman, 2000, pp. 331–332; Cheng, 2014, p. 139 ff; Mitchell, 1989, pp. 1175–1176; Bainbridge, 2001, pp. 501; 503.} Shareholders are often in direct control of the corporation. Little stands in their way to act opportunistically. The microeconomic case for limited liability in closely held corporations really is very thin.\footnote{Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985, p. 110; Freedman, 2000, pp. 331–332; Cheng, 2014, p. 139 ff; Mitchell, 1989, pp. 1175–1176; Bainbridge, 2001, pp. 501; 503.}

However, one macro-economic argument stands out in the closely held corporation: limited liability encourages risk-taking by small-entrepreneurs, and thus fosters an innovative business climate.\footnote{Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985, p. 332} This argument is hard to assess and test empirically, one could for example argue it only encourages excessive risk taking towards non-adjusting creditors, but it certainly has appeal.\footnote{Barneveld, 2014, pp. 47–48.} It can also be turned into an argument based on equality and democracy, which according to some reflects the actual historical development of limited liability: making limited liability available to even the smallest businesses can be seen as democratic, allowing everyone to reap the benefits.\footnote{See also Halpern, Trebilcock and Turnbull, 1980; Even Bainbridge and Henderson, generally strong proponents of the limited liability principle, struggle to find justification for limited liability for closely held corporations and come up with a merely practical defense: “The best argument in favor of limited liability is that it would be difficult to draw a sensible line between firms that should be subject to unlimited liability and those that should have limited liability.”, Bainbridge and Henderson, 2016, p. 12.} Otherwise, limited liability would be reserved for the larger corporations.

\footnote{See for example Presser: “That traditional justification always has been that limited liability reduces the potential costs of purchasing shares, and thus encourages investment.” Presser, 2016, para. 1:7.} 

\footnote{Though it has also often been argued that limited liability makes little difference in the decision of business persons to incorporate, see for example Mitchell, 1989, pp. 1172; 1179.} 

\footnote{See Presser, 2016, p. 17.}
If we want to give small entrepreneurs equal treatment, limited liability should arguably also be available to small businesses, even if it cannot be justified from an economic perspective.

Of course, the risk does not just disappear. The risk is transferred to creditors of the corporation, who are thus disencouraged to engage in business. Hence the point that, from a microeconomic perspective, this transfer is not interesting, unless the creditors are somehow better able to bear the risk, or better able to monitor, or suffer less from coördination problems, all of which are unlikely in closely held corporations.420

Even if limited liability indeed encourages risk taking, a guarantee by the shareholder would probably largely undo this incentive. Consider a closely held corporation in which the shareholder/manager has guaranteed a large business debt. Let’s take a typical example of a small limited liability company (‘Company’) with a single shareholder and director (‘Shareholder’). Assume that the company is, next to a small equity investment by the shareholder, highly dependent on bank financing.421 The shareholder has guaranteed the loan of the bank to the company, and the guarantee is partly secured by a mortgage on the personal home of the shareholder. Does the fact that the shareholder is not liable towards contractual trade creditors and potential tort creditors of the company mean he is actually encouraged in pursuing his business venture and taking risks? That is hardly conceivable, unless the bank is already fully secured by security rights provided by the company, which is unlikely in practice. In case the bank is not fully secured by security rights provided by the company and the company’s business fails, the shareholder will be exposed towards the bank under the guarantee. It is unlikely that the shareholder’s decisions on taking business risks will be very different if he were also exposed to other creditors. As noted before (chapter 2, paragraphs 2 and 3), Mann argued people are likely to put an extremely high value on their personal assets.422 The risk of losing a substantial amount of assets will probably deter the shareholder in taking risk already.

Because of the omnipresence of guarantees, especially in small-business lending, limited liability may in practice do little to encourage risk-taking for those small entrepreneurs that most need it. This brings us again back to the statement in paragraph 2 of this chapter that especially the guaranteed creditor thus, because of the guarantee, profits from the principle of limited liability (and entity shielding), rather than the entrepreneur. Only large entities profit by shifting risk to small creditors, who are often those small entrepreneurs. In that sense, limited liability works counterproductively and the democracy argument described above (making limited liability available to everyone, not just large corporates) does not apply. A much more effective way of promoting risk taking would therefore be to remove the often-perceived stigma on personal insolvency, and to provide a swift process for personal insolvency.423 Most legal systems need a lot of improvement on this point (see chapters 4, 5 and 6). Hahn calls this ‘velvet bankruptcy’.424 In short, a guarantee for a major debt undercuts the potentially strongest argument in favor of

421 The example is at least typical in European countries such as The Netherlands and Germany; US companies are generally much less reliant on bank lending.
422 Mann 1998, pp.19, 23.
424 See extensively Hahn 2006.
limited liability in a closely held corporation. Guarantees may even make limited liability work counterproductively, reducing the risk-appetite of especially small entrepreneurs.

It should be noted that the other arguments for limited liability are also undercut by an insider guarantee for a major debt. It was already discussed above that these arguments do not carry much weight in the closely held corporation. But even if they generally carry some weight, a guarantee makes that position much harder to maintain. A guarantee by a shareholder for example makes transferability of shares even harder, because either the lender will have to agree that the new shareholder assumes the guarantee, or the old shareholder remains liable under the guarantee. It is also unlikely that a closely held corporation is used to diversify risk if insiders guaranteed substantial debts of the corporation. Absent a guarantee, the argument could be that shareholders can avoid investing all their wealth in the business because they profit from limited liability. They could, next to their business, for example hold some shares in other businesses, or invest in real estate. If they however guarantee substantial business debt, these other investments are also affected by the performance of the company. In short, the case for limited liability is less strong in closely held corporations, and much less so in case a substantial part of the debts is guaranteed by the shareholders of small, closely held businesses.

Some, however, have argued that the possibility to contract around limited liability with guarantees, actually justifies limited liability as a good default rule, also for small corporations. The idea is that the guarantee controls the main problem that limited liability creates: moral hazard by giving an incentive towards ‘debtor misconduct’, for example taking excessive risks. The guarantee can indeed be used to control debtor opportunism, as has been extensively discussed (see chapter 2 paragraph 3), but this doesn’t as such substantiate the argument that this justifies limited liability as a default rule for small, closely held corporation. Firstly, as discussed in chapter 2 paragraph 3, the guarantee does not always solve moral hazard problems, and as discussed in paragraph 2 above and 3.2 below, the guarantee is able to create many new moral hazard problems. The statement that the problems created by limited liability can be solved with a contract is therefore far too simplistic. Secondly, limited liability shifts risk from shareholders to all creditors. Often, only the most sophisticated creditors are able to shift part of or all of their risk back by requiring a guarantee. That leaves involuntary and unsophisticated voluntary creditors with the rest of the risk of default of the debtor, next to the fact that they are vulnerable to moral hazard problems created by the guarantee (see in particular paragraph 3.2 below). Those are the creditors that are probably not the best monitors and not the best risk-bearers. And because the interests of different creditors can widely differ, especially in distress, the involuntary and unsophisticated creditors do often not benefit from the control exercised by one creditor through the guarantee. In short, far from repairing

---

426 Freedman, 2000, pp. 331–332.
427 See also Easterbrook and Fischel, 1985, p. 110.
428 See also extensively Freedman, 2000; compare Widen 2007.
430 See extensively chapter 2 paragraph 3 (on overinvestment, underinvestment, inadequate effort supply, and asset shifting); see also Hansmann and Squire, 2016, para. 2.9.
432 See also Freedman, 2000, p. 347; compare also Mitchell, 1989, pp. 1776–1777.
433 See paragraph 3.2; see also Barneveld, 2014, pp. 62–63.
inefficient aspects of limited liability in small firms, the guarantee may be able to exacerbate certain inefficient aspects, shifting even more risk to those least able to bear it.\textsuperscript{434}

To summarize, incorporation combined with a guarantee that pierces the limited liability shield (or entity shield) that incorporation creates is hard to justify theoretically from the policy arguments that support limited liability. In essence, such a combination of incorporation and a piercing guarantee allows the guaranteed creditor and guarantor together to use limited liability of the debtor as a shield against non-guaranteed creditors. Such a shield cannot be justified from the arguments generally supporting limited liability. In fact, the existence of the guarantee seriously weakens those arguments in as far as they do apply to closely held corporations.

\subsection*{3.1.3 Justification for priority analogous to real security rights?}

Paragraph 3.1.2 above discussed how the general justification for limited liability becomes very weak in case of perforating guarantees. The somewhat paradoxical combination of incorporation and a guarantee by insiders for certain debts can also be approached from another angle, using a different strand of literature. A guarantee combined with incorporation has strong functional parallels with a real security right. The guarantee relationship is not often perceived as giving a creditor priority over the debtor’s other creditors. One may be inclined to think that the other creditors should be happy with the guarantee relationship: at least the guaranteed creditor has a separate asset pool (the guarantor) to go after, which may make him less aggressive in the struggle for the debtor’s assets (although the guarantor may be able to submit a recourse or subrogation claim under certain circumstances). However, if we take a step back, we can see that the guarantee often actually gives priority to the guaranteed creditor, especially in the corporate context.\textsuperscript{435}

The guarantee is often closely linked to incorporation and its consequence: asset partitioning.\textsuperscript{436} By incorporating, part of the shareholder’s personal asset are partitioned off and shielded in two ways: his personal creditors cannot directly claim those assets (entity shielding) and the corporation’s creditors cannot claim on his personal assets (owner shielding).\textsuperscript{437} A guarantee contractually pierces one or both of these shields: a guarantee by the business to a personal creditor of the shareholder pierces entity shielding, a personal guarantee by the shareholder to a business creditor pierces owner shielding, but both only towards the guaranteed creditor. By (sub-)incorporating and guaranteeing, a debtor can thus create a situation in which the guaranteed creditor can reach two (or more) asset pools, whereas his personal and the corporation’s creditors respectively can only reach one asset pool.\textsuperscript{438} This gives the guaranteed creditor priority compared to the situation absent incorporation and guaranteeing.\textsuperscript{439}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{434} Freedman, 2000, para. 333.
\item \textsuperscript{435} See also Leebron: “Where the parent corporation guarantees a loan to a subsidiary, the function is identical to the provision of security for the loan; but this method creates greater flexibility than the property-bound secured transactions concepts would otherwise allow.” Leebron, 1991, p. 1614.
\item \textsuperscript{436} See on asset partitioning generally Hansmann and Kraakman, 2000; Kraakman \textit{et al.}, 2009; Hansmann and Squire, 2016.
\item \textsuperscript{437} Hansmann, Kraakman and Squire, 2006.
\item \textsuperscript{438} Of course, incorporating and guaranteeing does more than creating a situation in which one creditor can reach two asset pools. Incorporation also involves ‘affirmative asset partitioning’ (see Hansmann and Kraakman, 2000), also known as ‘entity shielding’ (see for example Hansmann and Squire, 2016), which ensures that the personal creditors of the shareholder(s) cannot (directly) claim on the entity’s
\end{itemize}
Whether granting a creditor priority over other creditors is efficient to society at large is probably the most discussed question in economic analysis of secured transaction law. The point has been highly debated for over three decades, with inconclusive results.\(^{440}\) One of the arguments put forward to support the notion that secured debt can be efficient is that the secured creditor may value priority higher than the guarantor's other creditors do. Why the creditor values such priority higher than other creditors can have to do with an advantage in monitoring the specific asset on which he obtains a security right, an inferior position in monitoring the guarantor's other assets, or a lower risk-preference.\(^{441}\) A second explanation, already touched upon before, is that secured credit may mitigate adverse selection problems.\(^{442}\)

Another explanation for the efficiency of real security rights or guarantees is that it provides a solution to a coordination problem between creditors. At the time the creditor extends credit, he can inform himself of the current situation of his debtor, but does not know what the debtor will do in the future. Will he pursue risky projects? Will he take out more loans from other creditors, which would dilute the claim of the first creditor? Because of this uncertainty, the expenses made by the creditor in informing himself are likely to be high. Security rights can be seen as a place-fixing mechanism, fixing the rank that a creditor will have in the event of default, to enable creditors to adjust to each other cheaply, thus solving the coordination problem.\(^{443}\)

These explanations of priority have never gone far. They were often challenged soon after they were put forward,\(^{444}\) and a persuasive response to the criticism on priority was never produced.\(^{445}\) In Westbrook's words:

> "Its [secured credit, AJ] proponents in that debate have gotten no farther than the Scottish verdict, "not proven."\(^{446}\)

\(\text{assets, which in turn protects the going concern value of the entity. These attributes of affirmative asset partitioning are not realized by giving a creditor real security rights instead of incorporating and guaranteeing (see extensively Hansmann and Kraakman, 2000, p. 417 ff). As Hansmann & Kraakman explain, this difference between real security rights and incorporation is illustrated by the practice of securitization, in which a debtor uses a special purpose vehicle (a trust or incorporated entity) to which assets are transferred and which in turn issues bonds. Thus, a type of affirmative asset partitioning with protection of the assets against claims by the debtor's personal creditors is created that cannot be created with security rights alone.}\)

\(\text{439} \) This priority position can also be perceived from a slightly different angle with a simple example. Suppose corporation X holds all the shares in corporation Y. Y needs 100 cash to pursue an investment opportunity, and X is willing to provide Y with 100 extra in equity to do so. If the opportunity fails and this pushes Y into insolvency, all Y's creditors enjoy a share in the 100 (or what is left of it), but Y of course doesn't share because he is last in line as a shareholder. Instead, X could also invite Z to make a loan to Y, guaranteed by X (Steijvers, Voordeckers and Vanhoof, 2010, p. 246, who also liken the guarantee by a shareholder to an equity investment; see also Leebron, 1991, p. 1631 at fn 98: “In effect, the shareholder guarantee is a form of equity contribution to the corporation”). In case of bankruptcy of Y, Z now shares pro rata with Y's other creditors, diminishing their return, but also enjoys the priority of a claim on Y. The guarantee relationship, combined with asset partitioning, can thus create tailored priority schemes, functionally comparable to giving a creditor real security rights (Compare Katz, 1999, p. 81).


\(\text{441} \) See for example Jackson and Kronman, 1979; White 1984, p.491 ff; see for criticism of the risk-preference argument Schwartz, 1981.

\(\text{442} \) See chapter 2 paragraph 2; see also Mann, 1999, also for the limits of security rights in signaling to mitigate adverse selection; see for criticism on the argument also Schwartz, 1981.


\(\text{444} \) See for example early on in the debate Schwartz, 1981; 1984; Hudson, 1995.

\(\text{445} \) Westbrooks, 2004, p. 840; LoPucki, 1994: “It will be difficult to prove security efficient because, in all probability, it is not.”
That leaves the case for security problematic at best.\footnote{Westbrook, 2004, p. 837.} Any gains the parties may realize with the priority that security grants, are probably offset by losses of unsecured creditors,\footnote{Westbrook, 2004, p. 840; see also Bowers, 2000.} and are returned to the debtor through higher interest rates for unsecured credit as far as unsecured creditors are adjusting creditors.

More generally, Squire has argued secured credit, including guaranteed credit, creates asymmetries between creditors that do not incentivize creditors to monitor efficiently if compared to a symmetrical relationship between creditors.\footnote{See for example: Scott, 1986, p. 902; Hudson, 1995.} The first problem that creates possible inefficiencies, is that the creditors have to pay for monitoring themselves, but, in this asymmetrical arrangement, do not get the full benefit of monitoring (or the cost of not monitoring), as they share this with the other creditors. This separation of monitoring and benefit of monitoring can create inefficient incentives for monitoring.\footnote{Squire 2009; to understand the difference by symmetry and asymmetry, and to understand how widely applicable this is to different types of guarantees, I adapted Squire’s example of symmetry and asymmetry slightly. Consider a simple example of two at first separate debtor-creditor relationships: Creditor 1 has a claim of 100 on Debtor 1, and Creditor 2 has a claim of 100 on Debtor 2. Assume, to keep things simple, that there are no other creditors. Both debtors have assets of 100. Creditor 1 now monitors (the assets of) Debtor 1, and Creditor 2 those of Debtor 2. If either asset pool devalues, the creditor will fully bear the burden, so he will have the right incentives to monitor his debtor (of course, the debtor usually also has incentive to maximize the value of his assets, but this may change in difficult times. See extensively chapter 2, paragraph 3 above. He may, in difficult times, engage in overinvestment, or may give away or hide assets. For those reasons, the creditor may want to monitor). We could call this arrangement symmetrical (Squire has a slightly different notion of symmetrical, with only one debtor that partitions his assets, which makes sense as he mainly discusses the asymmetry that secured credit creates. See Squire, 2009. The example with two creditors is however more instructive in the context of a guarantee). The rights that Creditor 1 has towards Debtor 1, mirror those Creditor 2 has towards Debtor 2. In a way, a somewhat similar symmetrical situation is created when a debtor incorporates and in which one creditor has a claim on the asset pool in the corporation, and the other on the debtor himself (given entity shielding and limited liability) – (see on entity shielding and owner shielding: Hansmann and Kraakman, 2000, in which they call entity shielding ‘affirmative partitioning’ and owner shielding ‘defensive partitioning’). See also Hansmann and Squire, 2016. A guarantee by Debtor 1 for the benefit of Creditor 2 would make the situation asymmetrical. Creditor 1 would only have a claim on Debtor 1, but Creditor 2 has a claim on both Debtor 1 and Debtor 2. Creditor 1, which only has a claim on Debtor 1, would now also have to monitor Debtor 2, because he may have to share with Creditor 2 in case Debtor 2 does not have sufficient assets. Moreover, Creditor 2, with a claim on both asset pools, does not directly feel the full pain if Debtor 2’s asset pool depletes, because he can also claim on the other asset pool, which may make him indifferent to monitoring, depending on the cost of monitoring and the benefit.} In short, the guarantee relationship creates an asymmetrical relationship from an otherwise symmetrical relationship, which creates inefficiencies.

Secured credit is, however, often used in practice. The fact that the efficiency of priority cannot or at least has not been proven, leaves open the question why it is often used.\footnote{Squire, 2009.} Some have therefore provided explanations for using secured credit that show a certain benefit to the parties involved, but that are distributionally suspect and probably inefficient for society as a whole. By using secured credit, lender and borrower are able to impose externalities on non-adjusting creditors of the borrower, and thus stimulate value-destroying overinvestment.\footnote{Westbrook, 2004, p. 840; see also Bowers, 2000.} Bebchuck and Fried, providing a detailed analysis of the costs of full priority, argued that...
secured credit could lead to inefficient contracting between creditors and debtor. They propose three rules of partial priority to repair these inefficiencies. 453

Others have brought forward explanations of the efficiency of secured credit that do not focus on the priority that security gives to the lender, but on other aspects, most notably moral hazard and control. 454 Security rights may limit future borrowing by the debtor, thus possible overinvestment because the collateral cannot be used to secure new loans, and the creditor more generally gets control over the way in which the collateral is used. 455 This argument relates to the place-fixing argument described above, but takes a slightly different angle in the sense that the place fixing argument focuses on the transaction costs of monitoring, whereas this argument focuses on the change in behavior of the debtor because of security rights, shielding the creditor from debtor misconduct. A related mechanism is that security gives the creditor control over the debtor through the threat of foreclosure, because foreclosing can be very costly to the debtor. 456 In that sense, it may work like a hostage device.

The efficiency of priority is probably one of the most discussed topics of secured transactions law and is unlikely to be resolved. In discussing the guarantee relationship, insights can be taken from the resemblance of the guarantee with secured credit. The most problematic aspects should be singled out and discussed, to quote Lopucki:

“[S]ecurity (...) has [never] been justified and probably never can be. That does not mean that we should rush to abolish it, however. Security is so ingrained in the legal and popular culture that it may not be worth uprooting. Parties are free to contract out of most aspects of security. Only the aspects of security that are deceptive, misleading, or involuntary are harmful. It is to those aspects that the movement for reform should be directed.” 457

This may be even more applicable to guarantees than to secured credit. Secured credit can often at least be justified by the fact that it is somewhat public. 458 Guarantees are probably not much less commonly found in practice than real security rights, but are much less apparent, often operate in the background, are almost never registered in public registers and are relatively underexposed in legal literature, 459 while their economic impact on the interest rate of a loan may be even higher than that of real security rights. 460 This makes their use more likely than real security rights to contain aspects that are deceptive, misleading and involuntary. As Widen puts it (specifically in relation to guaranteed lending by bank syndicates to corporate groups):

“If secured lending presents fairness problems, the unsecured syndicated guarantee may be the 800-pound gorilla in the corner that goes unnoticed”
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453 Bebchuk & Fried 1996; compare also Manove et al. 2001.
456 Scott, 1986, p. 929; Westbrook, 2004; Mann, 1999 agrees this can be a function of secured credit, but is somewhat sceptical of how relevant this is in practice; see also R. J. . Mann, 1997, p. 222, explaining that foreclosure is often not a viable option for the creditor because the results are often disastrous in terms of the high costs and limited yield to the creditor; such control can be efficient, but can obviously also be problematic, as discussed in paragraph 3.2 below. See also Westbrook, 2004, p. 844.
458 Compare Brinkmann, 2008, pp. 256–261
Moreover, one of the important defenses of secured credit has always been that security at least is quick and cheap in the sense that (in many legal systems) it gives the creditor the ability to foreclose on collateral without having to obtain judgment first, thus saving on litigation costs. A guarantee does not carry that advantage in itself, as it only grants a claim on a (legal) person and no procedural rights on specific assets. In fact, a guarantee is likely to increase litigation costs and complicate matters further because of the complicated three party relationship it brings to life. Lastly, as explained in paragraph 3.2.4 below, whereas real security rights may serve a benign control function, the control that a lender obtains through an insider guarantee is substantially different, and much more problematic.

As discussed in paragraph 3.1.2, the case for upholding asset partitions in bankruptcy is less strong when guarantees that selectively pierce those partitions are used. Also the angle that incorporating and guaranteeing can, from a priority viewpoint, be functionally equivalent to giving a real security right to a creditor, can lead to that conclusion. In bankruptcy, some systems, such as the US system, automatically temporarily limit the exercise of rights by secured lenders, in order to keep the bankrupt estate together. This is in the US referred to as the automatic stay. Structuring security differently, as a sub-incorporation that holds the collateral and gives a guarantee (possibly secured) to the lender, circumvents the automatic stay, or at least the automatic application of the stay, and thus the policy considerations behind that stay, with all the costs associated to that circumvention as a result.

In short, the guarantee relationship, when combined with incorporation, creates externalities by giving the guaranteed creditor priority over non-guaranteed creditors that can only reach one asset pool. This priority position can, as has been extensively discussed, not be justified with reference to arguments brought forward in the debate on the justification of real security rights. Not only has the priority that real security rights grant never been convincingly justified in the literature, the priority a guarantee grants is also often more covert and thereby more misleading and deceptive, making the case for the priority that a guarantee grants even weaker than the case for the priority of real security rights (see further also paragraph 3.2.4).

### 3.1.4 Justification for strong-form double proof and deficiency double proof?

Paragraph 3.1.1. on the seniority structure created by incorporation combined with guarantees, discussed that the seniority created by guarantees can be dissected in essentially three elements. The first element consists of the fact that the guaranteed creditor has a choice of whom to claim from, whereas other creditors do not. The second element is that the guaranteed creditor can also choose not to choose, but to first claim the full amount from one co-debtor or guarantor and consequently claim a possible deficiency from another. The third element is that the creditor, depending on the rules applicable, may even be allowed to submit full claims against both guarantor and debtor. The discussion above on the justification for pierced limited liability structures and the justification of security rights asked the question whether such a priority structure with guarantees could generally be justified. This paragraph specifically focusses on the justification for double proof. Why does the guarantee offer the creditor more than just the
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461 See for example Kripke, 1985; however, the point that secured credit is ‘cheap’ is heavily contested, see particularly R. J. Mann, 1997; Mann, 1998.

462 Hansmann and Squire, 2016; see also Leebron, 1991, pp. 1631–1632.
first element of security as identified, the choice to choose whom to claim on? Is there any justification for double proofing of claims?

Often, the guarantor does not receive a direct premium for issuing the guarantee. Not paying the guarantor a premium is standard practice for guarantees issued between group companies, for guarantees issued by shareholders or directors and for guarantees issued in the family context. In such a case, there may not be a clear upside of the guarantee from the perspective of the guarantor's other creditors because the guarantor does not obviously benefit from the guarantee, but is contingently liable under the guarantee. If the guarantor pays a possibly large sum and recourse to the principal debtor proves impossible, the guarantee may even be the source of financial trouble, with severe consequences for the other creditors. When the guarantor is not compensated for issuing the guarantee, the question may therefore come up whether the guarantee in fact amounts to a wealth transfer that defrauds creditors.

Of course, the benefit to the guarantor will often be indirect. A parent company that guarantees the debt of a subsidiary to a lender is often indirectly compensated through a reduction in the subsidiary's cost of credit. When, however, a subsidiary guarantees the debt of a parent company, the existence of an upside to the subsidiary is less obvious. In such cases, the guarantee may be a wealth transfer from guarantor to the beneficiary (the guaranteed creditor), which transfer deserves scrutiny when made in financially troubled times.

This is often where the analysis of wealth transfers made by guarantees stops.\textsuperscript{463} There is however much more at play. Guarantees are contingent liabilities. If the debtor does not pay, the guarantor becomes liable. The analysis above on the sufficient premium to the guarantor only focused on the benefit to the corporation as such. Which stakeholder of the corporation profits from this benefit depends highly on the circumstances under which the contingent liability is likely to be triggered. Squire asks the question: what if the guarantee is probably only triggered when the guarantor is insolvent?\textsuperscript{464} In that case, even if (from the perspective of the corporation) a sufficient premium was paid, the other creditors of the guarantor would be prejudiced by this. The shareholders of the guarantor, by contrast, stand nothing to lose from the guarantee, as it will only be triggered when they are 'out of the money'. They do, however, enjoy the premium paid by the creditor for the guarantee. In short, as Squire shows, even when a premium was paid, the issuing of the guarantee entails a wealth transfer away from non-guaranteed creditors towards the shareholders (possibly shared with the creditor, dependent on how they divide the benefit among themselves) when the correlation is high.

The law should therefore be concerned with the correlation between the fate of the guarantor and the fate of the debtor.\textsuperscript{465} The higher this correlation, the more likely that the issuing of the guarantee transfers wealth from the corporation's unsecured creditors to the corporation's shareholders.\textsuperscript{466} If such a correlation exists, the guarantee can be compared to selling part of the insolvent estate of each of the co-debtors to one creditor. Whereas a simple contract for the ex ante sale of part of one's own insolvent estate would be unenforceable or voidable in many legal systems, correlation seeking probably escapes these rules.\textsuperscript{467}

\textsuperscript{463} See extensively Squire, 2011, on who's work the analysis below is to a large extent based.
\textsuperscript{464} Squire, 2011; Squire, 2017.
\textsuperscript{465} Squire, 2011, p. 649 ff.
\textsuperscript{466} Compare Freedman, 2000, p. 347.
\textsuperscript{467} Squire, 2010, pp. 1157–1158.
Let's look in more detail at the mechanism of the correlation. Absent a positive correlation between the guarantor's and the debtor's fate, the premium paid for the contingent debt that the guarantee relationship creates for the guarantor, should protect the creditors of the guarantor. Of course, this premium that the guaranteed lender would normally pay for the guarantee relationship is much smaller than the face value of the contingent debt, for example 2% of the face value. In case the guarantor is declared bankrupt, two options are possible: the guarantee is not triggered, and the premium of 2% is available for the other creditors, or the guarantee is triggered, and the creditors are faced with a large, formerly contingent, claim of the guarantor for 100% of the face value. Normally, the premium combined with the risk that the guarantee is triggered, should make the other creditors (assuming risk-neutrality) indifferent to the contingent claim. However, if there is a strong correlation between the fate of the guarantor and that of the debtor, the guarantee obligation will almost always be triggered when the guarantor is insolvent, which means the creditors will almost never be in the situation that they enjoy the small premium without also the large guarantee obligation of the debtor. In other words, they share little in the upside (the premium) and bear a lot of the downside. The shareholders of the guarantor, on the other hand, always enjoy the premium, but almost never bear the downside, because in case of the downside scenario occurring, the guarantor is insolvent anyway and they would already be out of the money. Moreover, because the shareholders don't share in the downside, it becomes likely that they settle for an insufficient premium in the first place.

Is it likely that a strong correlation between the fate of the guarantor and that of the debtor exists? As Squire argues, especially in the context of intragroup guarantees, the correlation is often strong. Groups of companies may consist of many subsidiaries that together run one business activity. They are thus highly intertwined in the sense that they all depend on the success of that business activity. Consider, for example, a group that sells pocket calculators and that consists of a holding company, a finance subsidiary, a communication subsidiary, a sales subsidiary, a design subsidiary, and a manufacturing subsidiary. All of these subsidiaries essentially depend on the market for pocket calculators. If people suddenly stop buying pocket calculators because of the rise of smartphones, the whole group goes down together. In that sense, their fate is highly correlated. The correlation can also emerge in another way. When the group structure is messy, with many financial cross-ties within the group and an unclear structure, the fate of the individual group companies is inherently correlated, even when the individual companies may be involved in different lines of business. Such messy group structures are not uncommon. In short, in the context of corporate groups, the correlation is often high.

The corporate group context is not unique in showing high correlations between the fates of individual entities. Also in the simple example of a small business with a single shareholder, a high correlation can often be found. As extensively discussed, guarantees by shareholders are omnipresent in the context of small-business finance. It is, also absent the guarantee, probably not likely that the shareholder survives when the company is declared bankrupt. Small business owners' assets are often badly diversified. Much of their wealth is invested in the company, and they may even have large loans outstanding towards the corporation. Not only their wealth will often be contained in the corporation, but they also depend on the corporation for their monthly
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468 Or a bit less than face value if a rule of single proof rather than double proof is applied, see above.
470 Squire, 2011, p. 622.
471 See the introduction to this thesis.
income. When the company fails, the business owner will under such circumstances be likely to struggle to survive. In other words, the fate of the small business owner is often highly correlated with that of the company.

According to Squire, complex corporate group structures may actually exist because groups artificially create the structure to be able to engage in correlation seeking. Although this could indeed be the case, there are also limitations to correlation seeking. Perfect correlations often don’t exist, and when correlations are high, it is logically less likely that the guarantor has substantial debt outstanding. When the correlation is high, it means the company that guaranteed the debt (let’s say a parent company) will be rendered insolvent upon insolvency of its subsidiary. That means the parent has not much to go on without the subsidiary, meaning probably not many assets (apart from the equity stake in the subsidiary). Thus, there won’t be many creditors of the parent that can be disadvantaged by correlation seeking. The flip side is that, if there are many assets and liabilities, the correlation will be likely to be somewhat lower. In other words, the group cannot endlessly complicate its corporate structure in order to engage in correlation seeking. Still, the mechanism Squire describes can be (and often is) used to move value away from unsecured creditors and can thus give inefficient incentives towards providing too many guarantees. Group companies can of course each own many assets and liabilities but still be highly intertwined.

This is not just a redistribution problem, but also an efficiency problem. The fact that the guarantor and guaranteed lender take the whole upside, but can externalize at least part of the downside (or even the full downside in case of a perfect correlation), means that it is rational for the guarantor and lender to agree on a guarantee even if they would not have done this if they would have to internalize the full downside. Therefore, the guarantee relationship can lead to overinvestment. Because credit extended by the guaranteed lender is artificially subsidized by the externalities imposed on unsecured creditors, credit that should not be extended can now be extended, and projects that should not be undertaken can now be undertaken. It should also be remembered that the guarantee itself is not cost-neutral. The guarantee can involve serious transaction costs because of the complicated three-party relationship it creates, with many openings for litigation. See for example the Nortel bankruptcy case, in which the complex group structure with guarantees led to more than 2 billion USD in litigation costs.

No economic (or other) justification exists for strong-form double proof, other than the rather weak defence that it may seem simpler to apply. The question remains whether deficiency double proof can be defended. As the discussion on correlation seeking shows, both strong-form and deficiency double proof cannot be defended when the correlation between the fate of the debtor and the guarantor is high. This will usually apply to group companies guaranteeing each other’s debts. In those cases, double proof should be ruled out altogether as it leads to inefficient

472 Squire 2011. See also paragraph 3.1.1 above.
473 An important exception are groups that consist of many entities that each own assets and have liabilities, but which are all essentially part of the same, inseparable business project. Any problems with the project will affect the whole group. See for a good example, again, the Nortel case (see footnote 118), probably the most expensive bankruptcy case to date.
475 See extensively Squire, 2011; Squire, 2010.
476 Compare also LoPucki, 1994.
477 Brickley, 2016.
478 See for this argument for example Bergervoet, 2014.
results. An alternative could be to subordinate the claim on the guarantee to the claims of the guarantor's other creditors.

3.1.5 The shareholder guarantee as an indirect shareholder loan

Another functional, economic perspective on a guarantee in corporate finance, more specifically a guarantee by a shareholder, is to view the guarantee as a way of financing the company by the shareholder. If a shareholder guarantees corporate debts towards a certain lender in a situation where the shareholder provides adequate recourse when the liability is triggered, the construction can functionally be seen as an indirect shareholder loan. The shareholder ultimately bears the risk of non-payment by the company towards the creditor, the creditor only runs the risk that both shareholder and corporation can’t or won’t pay. The shareholder is thus functionally investing in the company, with the external creditor as an intermediary.

There is an extensive debate on the question how shareholder loans should be characterised: as normal loans that can rank pari-passu with other loans, or as a particular type of loan that deserves subordination to other loans. The latter view is often substantiated by the possibility that shareholders may otherwise be able to use their insider status to get unfair advantages over non-insider creditors. They may for example use such loans, possibly even secured by security rights, to gamble for resurrection of the company in a situation in which no outside lender would provide such loans. The danger is that the reason why the shareholder would provide the loan is not the expected return on the loan itself, but rather to gamble on a (small) chance that the equity stake in the company can be rescued. Even if such gambling is inefficient, it can make sense from the position of the shareholder because of his equity stake. Some are however also cautious about subordinating shareholder loans in general, because such a rule may in their vision also deter efficient rescue attempts by shareholders.

Whereas legal systems such as in France, the UK and the Netherlands do not have special rules on the treatment of shareholder loans in insolvency, in some legal systems, such as in Germany, Italy, Hungary, Austria, Sweden, Spain, Slovenia, Poland, Portugal, Romania and the US, loans of shareholders to a company may under circumstances be treated differently than a loan of an outsider, resulting in a lower-ranking claim of the shareholder. As a result, both the shareholder’s equity and his loan will usually be wiped out in case of insolvency of the company in which the shares are held.

The debate on the efficiency of shareholder loans is not fully reproduced here, but the point to make in relation to guarantees in corporate finance is that, as pointed out above, such guarantees often functionally amount to shareholder loans. Such guarantees thus deserve the same scrutiny and, depending on the circumstances, the same treatment. This is an important point, as shareholder guarantees to external lenders are probably even more common in practice than direct shareholder loans.
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479 See for example Cahn, 2006, p. 298.
481 See for example Gelter, 2006; see further on the debate on shareholder loans: Verse 2008; Gelter 2006; Cahn 2006; Gelter & Roth 2007; Weijjs 2008; De Weijjs, Abendroth and Fransis, 2013.
482 See extensively Keay, Brown and Dahlgreen, 2016, p. 130 ff.
Although guarantees in corporate finance are often functionally equivalent to a shareholder loan, the construction may also escape subordination mechanisms, even when these are in place. This could be due to factual circumstances, for example because the bankruptcy administrator has no knowledge of the guarantee construction. The guarantee may not need to be recorded in the books of the debtor. It could also be due to legal circumstances in case the legal system, even if the guarantee construction is known to the administrator, does not qualify this construction as equivalent to a shareholder loan. That is somewhat understandable, given the fact that qualifying the indirect construction through a guarantee by a shareholder as an indirect shareholder loan can lead to complications. Although the construction is economically equivalent to a shareholder loan, the direct counterparty of the debtor is not a shareholder, but an external party. Treating the loan of this external party as a shareholder loan and thus subordinating the loan (in systems where subordination applies) may seem harsh towards the external party. On the other hand, the external party still has recourse to the guarantor in as far as his claim remains unpaid by the debtor. A solution that circumvents this problem could be to require the creditor to try and get satisfaction from the guarantor first, before claiming on the debtor and subordinating the recourse claim of the guarantor (see chapter 6, paragraph 4.1.2 for the German law solution along these lines).

3.1.6 Summary

Insider guarantees, combined with incorporation, can create an opaque priority structure for the benefit of the guarantor and creditor (and possibly debtor) and to the detriment of outsiders. Is such a structure justifiable? The analysis has shown that the insider guarantee, when combined with incorporation of the debtor, is clearly at odds with justifications underpinning limited liability. Therefore, the externalities that limited liability obviously creates are hard to justify when a guarantee is used by insiders to pierce the liability shield selectively. Such a situation does give the guaranteed creditor priority in relation to non-guaranteed creditors, but such priority is in itself hard to justify, as a review of the extensive debate on priority in relation to real security rights has shown. The mechanism of double proof of claims through guarantees enhances the priority of the guaranteed creditor even further and without any serious justification, to the (further) detriment of other creditors of the guarantor, debtor, or both. Another important point that was made above is that shareholder guarantees to external creditors are often economically equivalent to direct shareholder loans. In so far as shareholder loans should be treated with suspicion, this should under circumstances also apply to such indirect shareholder loans.

3.2 Ex post opportunism: covert insider dealing

Paragraph 3.1 above discussed that the guarantee can be used to set up an opaque priority structure that creates externalities for outsiders (‘ex ante opportunism’). Not unrelated, but clearly distinguishable from such opportunistic behavior is the opportunistic behavior that the guarantee incentivizes after (‘ex post’) concluding the guarantee.
The guarantee relationship can give the guaranteed lender substantial control over the debtor through the guarantor, which is often the point of using the guarantee construction. Such control can be problematic. In chapter 2 paragraph 3, I discussed that the guarantee acts as a bonding mechanism between both the guarantor and the debtor with the creditor. In doing so, this type of lender governance economizes on transaction costs by limiting the incentives for opportunistic behavior of the guarantor and the debtor towards that single creditor. Just like resolving the shareholder-management agency problem intensifies the shareholder-creditor agency problem, resolving the latter versus one creditor is likely to intensify both the shareholder-creditor agency problem with other creditors, and the coordination problem between creditors. Creditor control over the debtor, with the help of insider guarantees, can thus lead to inefficient and value destroying behavior of the debtor. The fact that the guarantor thinks like one creditor, will give incentive to influence the debtor to generally favor this particular lender above other counterparties.

The most blatant form of creditor opportunism through guarantees is the situation in which the creditor uses his control over the guarantor to make the guarantor influence the debtor in making value-destroying preferential payments when the debtor is in distress. The creditor may not even have to actively apply pressure to induce the debtor to make such payments, because the guarantor will have internalized the interests of the creditor through liability under the guarantee towards that particular creditor. Next to such preferential payments, more subtle forms of opportunistic behavior that are often even harder to detect and control can present themselves. Think for example of late or early bankruptcy filing in order to prefer the creditor, or behavior known as “feeding the lien” in which the debtor behaves in a way that “feeds” the secured position of the guaranteed creditor, whilst this is value-destroying from the perspective of the overall estate. Paragraph 3.2.1 first discusses preferential payments, after which more subtle forms are discussed in paragraph 3.2.2 After that, the inefficiency of creditor control in general is discussed in some more detail in paragraph 3.2.3, followed by a comparison to creditor control through real security rights (paragraph 3.2.4) and a discussion of the specific dynamics in attempted reorganization (paragraph 3.2.5).

484 See on lender governance generally Tung 2009; compare Ayotte and Morrison, 2009.
487 Important to note is that the interests of creditors are not always aligned. In fact, the interests of creditors are often very diverse, especially when their debtor is in financial distress, Hu and Westbrook, 2007, pp. 1353–1354; Barneveld, 2014, pp. 62–63. As Hu and Westbrook argue, secured creditors often want to liquidate, take their money, and forget about the investment, whereas unsecured creditors may prefer reorganization with a fruitful future relationship in mind. Hu and Westbrook, 2007, pp. 1353–1354. In other words, the secured lender is likely to behave in a self-interested manner, if necessary at the expense of the total value of the bankrupt estate.
3.2.1 Preferences in the twilight zone

The insider guarantor is likely to influence the borrower to favor the guaranteed lender above others by making payments or in another way transferring value to the guaranteed lender before insolvency. In other words, the guarantee creates incentives to act opportunistically in favor of the guaranteed lender to the detriment of other creditors. The reason why is simple. The incentives of the guarantor are clearly influenced by the guarantee relationship: the guarantor will have a high preference for preventing default of the debtor in relation to the guaranteed creditor and will care less about default of the debtor towards other creditors. There will, in other words, be an incentive for selective payment of the guaranteed creditor. Illustrative is the explanation of a bank manager interviewed by Mann on the question why he requests guarantees from managers/shareholders of borrowers:

“When we get into trouble, where the company runs into difficulty, we find that the borrower’s owners are much more willing to help us when they’re personally liable.”

Simply put, the guarantee relationship by an insider leads to preferential treatment of the guaranteed creditor, from which the non-insider creditor also profits. Consider the following simple example. A lender has extended secured credit of 100 to a closely held corporation, for which the shareholder and manager has given a guarantee with a maximum of 20. A few months before insolvency the lender calculates that he will probably only get 60 for his secured claim in insolvency because the value of the asset that serves as security is only 60 and little pay-out is to be expected on unsecured claims. The shareholder and manager now clearly has incentive to make sure the creditor is paid off (or given security for) at least 40 before the debtor files for bankruptcy. He will thus try to influence the debtor to make a payment of 40 to the creditor, to the creditor’s and guarantor’s benefit and to the detriment of other (unsecured or partly unsecured) creditors.

The quote and example show that guarantees give incentive for preferential treatment of the guaranteed creditor. One could even critically refer to the guarantee contract as a promise of preferential treatment of the guaranteed creditor. The guarantee however does more in this context. Not only the incentive for preferential treatment of the guaranteed creditor is created by the guarantee but at the same time the guarantee covers up the indirect benefit of the guarantor when such preferential treatment occurs. Many legal systems have detailed rules that should guard against preferential treatment, especially preferential treatment of insiders. The benefit of an insider by limiting the exposure under a guarantee is however indirect and more complex. The debtor makes a payment to a non-insider creditor, from which the insider-guarantor indirectly profits. Although the insider guarantor does not receive any direct payment, his exposure under the guarantee is diminished by the payment from debtor to guaranteed creditor.

488 Mann, 1998, p. 24, quoting from an interview with Carmen Mastroianni, Senior Vice-President, Chase Manhattan Corp.

489 Of course, transaction avoidance or preference laws may deal with such behavior, but whether it does is the subject of later chapters, and will always depend on the legal system and the circumstances, such as the time of the transfer, the question whether the payment was in the normal course of business, or whether there was a pre-existing legal duty to make the transfer. The point to be made here is that the incentive exists to prefer the guaranteed lender.

490 See also Gordon and Landry, 2015, p. 75.
Even if the legal system is wary of indirect insider dealing, the example above presents complications. The exposure of the guarantor in that example is only 20, and the debtor pays the creditor 40 of a 100 debt. This payment thus does not directly reduce the exposure of the guarantor. However, taking into account that the creditor is secured for 60 the de facto exposure of the guarantor is limited by the payment. Another example is the case in which an insider guarantor with an exposure of 30 under a guarantee would induce the debtor to pay the whole debt of 100 to the guaranteed creditor. The payment reduces the exposure of the insider-guarantor with 30. One could say that the guarantor engaged in self-dealing with a benefit of 30. However, the creditor, who is not an insider himself directly, benefitted 100 from such insider dealing. The creditor and guarantor can both benefit from covert insider dealing, possibly for different amounts.

In chapter 2 paragraph 3 it was explained that the guarantee can be understood as an important device to curb debtor misbehavior and that one of such forms of misbehavior is asset shifting, which especially looms in corporate groups. Professor Landers argued that corporate groups can opportunistically move value around within the group to move it away from creditors. A guarantee cures this problem as far as the guaranteed lender is concerned. That lender doesn’t care whether assets are moved around within the group and doesn’t care about sloppy accounting on the subsidiary level, as guarantees by the parent or even by all of the group entities will allow that lender recourse against the group assets, wherever they are in the group.

The guarantee however only makes things worse for the other lenders. Above, some examples have been given on the preferential treatment the debtor may give the guaranteed lender. In a corporate group, the debtor and guaranteed lender now together profit from moving value around. Absent a guarantee, the main creditors would probably have incentive to monitor the debtor in order to prevent this and would monitor proper accounting within the group in order to make sure it is clear which entity owns what. Guarantees are often granted to larger or the largest lenders. Because of the guarantee, the guaranteed creditor has no incentive to monitor, at least not for moving value within the group (he may of course still want to monitor the group more generally). That means that this burden to monitor for moving value within the group falls completely on the other creditors, who are thus worse off because of the guarantee. These creditors are typically less efficient monitors than the large, sophisticated creditors. Moreover, the guaranteed creditor is often a repeat player that knows the tricks of the trade. Whereas moving value within a group by a debtor could probably be detected with close monitoring by a sophisticated creditor, the sophistication of the guaranteed creditor may actually help the borrower disguise such opportunistic behavior.

### 3.2.2 Subtler forms of opportunism: feeding the lien, Inefficient investment attitudes, inefficient bankruptcy filing

The effect of a guarantee to create incentive for preferential payments to the guaranteed creditor was discussed above. Preferential treatment can also be much subtler than payment.
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Think for example of the problem known as feeding the lien. Scott & Jackson explain this problem as a self-interested secured creditor exercising control over the debtor in distress in order to make the debtor make business decisions that are value destroying for the overall estate, but positive from the perspective of the security position of the secured creditor. If the secured creditor for example does not have a security right, whilst the secured creditor can exercise security over accounts receivable, the creditor could use his control to make the debtor sell goods at a discount.

Another example of such lien feeding, which is a form of covert opportunistic behavior of a guarantor towards non-guaranteed lenders of the borrower, could be the following. Suppose the debtor runs a shoe factory. Various parties extended (trade) credit. The main bank has a large claim, partly (but not fully) secured by real security rights. One of the real security rights is a right of pledge on the (future) stock of the shoe factory. One of the trade creditors is the supplier of leather, who has a large claim, partly secured by a retention of title. Only the bank claim is secured by a guarantee given by the owner/director of the company. Suppose the owner/director is considering filing for bankruptcy. Because of the guarantee relationship, he will have incentive to quickly make shoes out of all the stock leather. That will probably, but of course dependent on the applicable law, make the shoes fall under the bank's pledge, while the supplier of leather loses his security. Of course, there may be ex post legal mechanisms to sanction such opportunistic behavior by the owner, but as long as he maintains he thought he could still sell the shoes it may, depending on the legal system, be hard to control such behavior.

Another, even simpler and probably more common, example of lien feeding is the example of simply letting payments by third parties for goods or services flow to the guaranteed creditor. In this example, the creditor is often a bank at which the debtor has an account. The guarantor could make sure already late payments are quickly made before bankruptcy, on the bank account on which the lender has a security right. Or the guarantor could influence the debtor to sell goods, if needed at a discount, to third parties, making sure they pay on the specified bank account. This is a form of de facto and often inefficient (early) liquidation of the company, induced by the guarantor acting in his own interests. The bank receiving the payments for the debtor will then claim set-off, or may have a right of pledge on the account, thus using the incoming payments as collateral for the outstanding debts (if allowed by the rules applicable). As a result, the exposure of the guarantor under the guarantee reduces.

Next to lien feeding, guarantees can also lead to underinvestment. To understand why is not difficult. A secured lender may have to take some, or even quite substantial, loss in a liquidation of his debtor, but there is also a clear upside of direct liquidation in the sense that he gets the value of the collateral. A reorganization may give a chance of receiving some more on the unsecured part of his claim, but it may also jeopardize his secured position, for example because of further depreciation of the value of the collateral. Especially when the collateral consists of things such as stock-in-trade, outstanding claims, cars and intellectual property rights, such depreciation is not unlikely and can happen quickly. An unsecured creditor, on the other hand, may prefer reorganization, as he will receive nothing or almost nothing in liquidation, but has a chance of receiving something in reorganization. What we see here is that both creditor and debtor/guarantor probably don’t have optimal incentives towards projects with a positive net present value, as secured creditors bear a substantial part of the downside of reorganization and

\[493\text{ See for example Jackson and Scott, 1989, p. 173.}\]
only a small part of the upside, whereas unsecured creditors bear little of the downside but do share in the upside. Reversely, whereas unsecured creditors bear the downside of liquidation and hardly any of the upside, secured creditors have a good stake in the upside and only partly bear the downside. The guarantee can lead to the guarantor and in turn the debtor acting in the interest of the guaranteed creditor, thus having the same incentives towards underinvestment as the guaranteed creditor. In short, a new problem of underinvestment is created by the guarantee.

The guarantee may also lead to overinvestment and delay a bankruptcy filing in a situation where it would be efficient to file. The underinvestment problem discussed above arises when the insider guarantor has to internalize the risk of (further) asset depreciation and the guarantor therefore influences the debtor to act too carefully from the perspective of the debtor. However, guarantees are often granted by insiders for a small part of a loan. A creditor that extends credit of 100, may for example obtain a guarantee of 20 from an insider, next to collateral given by the debtor. A situation that often occurs in the vicinity of bankruptcy is that it is clear to the parties that if bankruptcy is filed, the guarantee relationship will be triggered for the full amount, for example because the collateral given by the debtor is only worth 60 and no distribution is to be expected on unsecured claims. In chapter 2 paragraph 3 the point was made that this may induce the debtor to inefficiently gamble for resurrection, maybe even more so than without a guarantee. In other words, the incentive for overinvestment only becomes stronger.

Next to that problem, this situation could also give the lender control over the decision of the debtor to file for bankruptcy. Such a filing will trigger the guarantee liability, which the debtor
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495 Compare the example given by Hu & Westbrook: Hu and Westbrook, 2007, pp. 1367–1368; A known counterargument against the problem of underinvestment is that the debtor could incorporate a subsidiary and pursue the investment with a positive net present value in that subsidiary, thus shielding his creditors from the downside risk through asset partitioning, using the limited liability of the subsidiary. In reality, this is however often implausible, especially in relation to a strong creditor that has a substantial amount of equity. The business opportunity, even if separately incorporated, will probably have to make use of the assets of the debtor, and thus puts the value of those assets at risk. Subdividing won’t shield the secured creditor from all the risk. Moreover, there is often a large difference between the going concern value of assets, and the value of the same assets in a fire sale. Pursuing a new investment opportunity, which could just mean continuing the company for hope of a turnaround, can put that going concern value at risk, whereas not pursuing the opportunity and stopping may mean selling the assets now for their going concern value, as long as that is still possible. Usually, this is the decision the management is faced with when considering to file now or continue the business. Simply subdividing does not offer a solution in such a case. That would only offer a solution if the investment opportunity is completely separate or separable from the rest of the business.

496 The notion that strong creditor rights can lead to sub-optimal investment strategies has been tested and confirmed in empirical research, see Acharya, Amihud and Litov, 2011; see also Tung, 2009, p. 174. A guarantee by a corporate insider can certainly be perceived as giving the creditor a strong position. Compare also Westbrook, 2004, Buckley, 1992, pp. 252–256; however, as noted before in chapter 2 paragraph 3, there are many other factors that influence the guarantor and debtor in their behavior. There is some recent research in behavioral economics that relates this to overoptimism. Managers often underestimate the possibility of bankruptcy and overestimate their ability to avoid it (Dickerson, 2003). Overoptimism is believed to be of especially strong influence on decision making by managers (Greenfield, 2014, p. 524). In that context, some incentive towards underinvestment may not always be that harmful.

497 This can also be the case with full guarantees in as far as the guaranteed amount outweighs the guarantors assets, and the guarantor is at a given point thus virtually already bankrupt if the guarantee would be called upon. Under such circumstances, the guarantor may influence the debtor to overinvest, in order to gamble for resurrection, or at least delay liability under the guarantee for as long as possible. Guarantees are often granted for amounts that outweigh the guarantor’s assets, see for example Mann, 1998, pp. 22–25.
may want to avoid because of close ties with the guarantor. Whereas the threat of filing for bankruptcy normally gives the debtor some control and thus rebalances the relationship with an often powerful lender, the guarantee relationship can undo this. The ‘carrot’ that bankruptcy law offers the debtor and its management, by giving some breathing room by (at least temporarily) shielding the debtor from debt collection by creditors, can thus be neutralized by a guarantee relationship. In other words, it gives the creditor control over the decision to initiate a bankruptcy procedure. This will influence the debtor to initiate bankruptcy at a time when it suits the lender, which is not necessarily the time that would be most efficient to all involved.

### 3.2.3 The inefficiency of creditor control through guarantees

Is creditor control through guarantees problematic from an efficiency perspective? It could of course be argued that it is generally known that lenders ask guarantees, that guarantees create externalities and that most business creditors adjust to this. However, a large portion of the creditors is often non-adjusting.498 Some are non-adjusting by definition because they are involuntary creditors such as tort creditors, or, in some sense, tax authorities, others are non-adjusting because they lack the sophistication to adjust.499 The preference problem that the guarantee relationship creates leads to a redistribution of wealth, away from these non-adjusting creditors, which are often weak parties, to guaranteed creditors such as banks. No justification exists for this redistribution. Moreover, the redistribution subsidizes the guarantee, which means that parties may have incentive to enter into a guarantee relationship even when this is inefficient taking account of the externalities.500

If creditors were adjusting (which they are often not), the redistribution problem may be undone. However, from the viewpoint of efficiency (more specifically opportunism and the related transaction costs) this doesn't defeat the preference problem.501 The problem is firstly that other lenders do not know whether a guarantee relationship between the debtor and a lender is in place, which creates an information asymmetry that can lead to friction. The mere existence of the possibility to guarantee claims of some creditors thus means the cost of credit towards other creditors is generally higher, even if none of the debt has been guaranteed. Sophisticated creditors have to price in the very likely possibility that the debtor will use guarantees and that these guarantees will lead him to prefer the guaranteed creditors, thus diminishing the chance of any return for the non-guaranteed creditor in case of distress. The cost of credit for the debtor will thus be raised generally (if creditors are indeed sophisticated), which increase will not only have to reflect the anticipated wealth transfer to the guaranteed creditor, but also the increased transaction costs of additional monitoring and additional security rights or credit insurance. Additional monitoring is now rational because early intervention will mean that there may still be recourse, whereas late intervention may mean the debtor has already used his assets to prefer the guaranteed lender.

---

498 See for empirical evidence Warren and Westbrook, 2005; the term ‘non-adjusting creditors’ was coined by Bebchuck & Fried Bebchuk and Fried, 1996.
499 Compare Cheng, 2014, pp. 129–132, explaining why even voluntary creditors are unlikely to adjust; see also Ziegel, 1990, pp. 1083–1084; see also Barneveld, 2014, pp. 56–58.
501 See also Baird, 1994a, p. 2262 ff; Compare Squire, 2017, para. III A.
In that sense, the guarantee recreates exactly the problem that bankruptcy law generally, specifically preference law, is meant to prevent: early dismemberment of the company. Westbrook therefore has called the purpose of guarantees of giving control to certain lenders ‘illegitimate’. According to Westbrook, the value of pure-control guarantees ‘lies almost completely in the sort of pressure the anti-dismemberment policy is designed to prevent’. The economic literature confirms that powerful lenders have incentive to constrain or cut credit, possibly even liquidating the firm as the least risky way to recover a loan. This increases the financial distress costs suffered by the firm.

Moreover, the guarantee puts the burden of monitoring the debtor’s conduct on the non-guaranteed creditors. Practice shows that it is however the strong, guaranteed creditor that is often the superior monitor, whereas other creditors such as trade creditors or involuntary tort creditors are much less sophisticated in monitoring, which means the cost of monitoring generally becomes much higher, which costs will be reflected in the cost of credit for the debtor. The foregoing shows that the preference problem is not just a problem of redistribution, but also a serious efficiency problem, undermining the core efficient function of bankruptcy law, which may raise the overall cost of credit for the debtor, even if the cost of credit in relation to the guaranteed lender is lowered by the guarantee.

In as far as indirect preferences through guarantees are indeed able to avoid scrutiny in a situation in which direct payments would be scrutinized, this is undesirable from an economic perspective. In the creditors’ bargain theory, the most influential theory of insolvency law of the last few decades, preference law is explained as “essentially a transitional rule designed to prevent individual creditors from opting out of collective proceeding once that event becomes likely. It is part of the attempt to ameliorate the effects of a common pool problem that justifies a collective proceeding in the first place.” In other words, preference laws make sure the function of bankruptcy (as explained by the creditors’ bargain theory) is not undone by actions occurring just before bankruptcy. It is thus undesirable that preference law rules could be bypassed by guarantees.

---

502 Thomas H. Jackson famously explained the underpinning of bankruptcy as preventing common pool problems, (Jackson, 1982) which account, often referred to as the creditors’ bargain theory, is still the most influential explanation of the bankruptcy process; Bowers, 2000; see for recent work that heavily relies on the creditors’ bargain theory for example Hummelen, 2015 – but this really just is an example. Almost every major theoretical work in English on bankruptcy gives Jackson’s theory an important place.


504 Westbrook 1993, pp.1393–1396.


506 It should also be remembered that the guarantee often transfers risk from a superior risk-bearer, such as a bank, to an inefficient risk-bearer with a low degree of diversification, such as a business owner, which also increases the overall transaction costs the guarantee raises. See also Mann, 1999, p. 2260; Pozzolo, 2004 and chapter 2 paragraph 5.

507 In other words, the fact that other creditors ‘price in’ the fact that their return in bankruptcy is likely to be lower, is from an efficiency viewpoint not a satisfactory answer.

508 Jackson, 2001, p. 125.
3.2.4 Control through guarantees is more problematic than through real security rights

The control a lender obtains through an insider guarantee is substantially different and much more problematic than the control that a lender may obtain through other frequently used devices such as secured credit (secured by collateral of the debtor).\textsuperscript{509} The literature on secured credit has identified the control the security gives to the lender as an important feature of such security and an important reason parties use secured credit in practice.\textsuperscript{510} The control of the lender originates in the fact that a forced fire sale of the collateral will result in a low price for the collateral, which means substantial damage to the debtor. Therefore, the debtor has an incentive to give in to pressure of the secured lender and pay that lender first. Such control does not exist under all circumstances and is especially less strong when a fire sale is clearly also not in the interest of the creditor, because the threat of foreclosure is not credible in such a case.\textsuperscript{511} In the small-business context the control of the lender will often be rather limited because the value of the collateral tends to be low in small businesses. The lender probably relies strongly on the cash flow of the debtor for repayment, and seizing the collateral will, in the small-business context, almost invariably destroy the cash flow.\textsuperscript{512} Moreover, if paying the lender first also comes at a cost from a business perspective, which will often be the case, the debtor will have to factor in these costs in deciding whether to give in to the lender. In other words, the debtor may concede under pressure from the lender, but only when this is in the best interest of the business of the debtor, and only when the threat is credible.

The insider guarantee creates a different dynamic: the insider will want to influence the debtor in taking decisions that are not in the best interest of the debtor, but that are in the best interest of the insider. Especially in severe distress, when the debtor is beyond rescue, the temptation to put the interests of the insider at the forefront will be strong because the debtor may already be a lost case. This temptation is especially powerful when the guarantor is a private person that places a high value on his personal assets.\textsuperscript{513} Even a guarantee for a small amount could do the trick, exactly because the guarantor may wish to protect personal assets at any cost. The control that credit secured by collateral consisting of the debtor’s assets creates, shows the reverse picture: when the debtor is beyond rescue, the collateral will no longer provide serious control. The control that credit secured by the debtor’s collateral gives, is thus much less problematic from a preference and self-dealing perspective.

Moreover, from a different perspective, collateral given by the debtor can also prevent preferential treatment of creditors, because property law probably makes it harder to use the assets that are used as collateral to make preferential transfers to related parties.\textsuperscript{514} Insider guarantees do not have that positive effect.

\textsuperscript{509} See also Baird, 1994a, p. 2266.
\textsuperscript{510} See for example R. J. Mann, 1997, p. 645 ff.
\textsuperscript{511} R. J. Mann, 1997, p. 646 at fn 76.
\textsuperscript{512} Mann 1998, p.17 ff.
\textsuperscript{513} Mann 1998, pp.19, 23; Westbrook 1993, p.1402.
\textsuperscript{514} Tracht, 2000, p. 510; Bebchuk and Fried, 1997, p. 1330.
3.2.5 Specific dynamics in a reorganization procedure

A guarantee by an insider may change the dynamics of an attempted reorganization, be it in the family context, the small business context or within large corporate groups. For example, the right of recourse or subrogation of the guarantor vis-à-vis the debtor may jeopardize the restructuring process if that claim cannot also be included in the restructuring.\(^{515}\) If such a recourse or subrogation claim indeed obstructs the restructuring process, all the other parties involved suffer externalities from the guarantee relationship. Contracting around the bankruptcy rules on cram-down with a guarantee relationship should therefore be obstructed. This could be done by reducing the recourse or subrogation claim with the same haircut, or by not allowing a subrogation claim at all after a restructuring.

Not only the subrogation claim of the guarantor can provide difficulties in a reorganization. Also the claim of the creditor on the guarantor can obstruct efficient reorganization in various ways. If the guarantor is an insider in the business to be restructured, he may only want to support the restructuring if his personal liability under the guarantee relationship is stayed or even cancelled during the restructuring.\(^{516}\) Especially if the guarantor himself is essential to the restructuring process, for example because of his unique knowledge of the business, which will often be the case in the small-business context, allowing the guarantor to stay or cancel his liability under the guarantee may aid a successful reorganization. This could be done by restricting the creditor’s right to invoke a guarantee, or it could be done by giving the guarantor easy access to bankruptcy himself, possibly even jointly with the debtor.\(^{517}\)

There is however another side to this. Guarantees should not too easily be excused or restructured when the debtor is insolvent whilst the guarantor is not. The guarantee can be used as an insurance against default of the debtor,\(^{518}\) which would mean that excusing or restructuring the guarantee would probably be directly contrary to the parties’ intentions. Not honoring the intention of the parties can and is often warranted in bankruptcy law, especially when externalities are at play, even though the guarantor is not bankrupt. The danger is however that the guarantor exploits such an opportunity to cancel a guarantee opportunistically, by making a promise (recourse under the guarantee) that he knows he doesn’t have to uphold. Or even worse, the guarantor could induce the debtor to request bankruptcy, just so the guarantor escapes liability.\(^{519}\) Moreover, control of a lender over the guarantor can also be a good thing in the restructuring. As discussed in chapter 2 paragraph 3, the hostage-function of a guarantee can be especially important to a creditor in small closely held corporations where the shareholder(s) is/are also the main ‘asset’ in terms of human capital of the company. If a company is highly dependent on the specific skills of the shareholders, the creditor may want to make sure these shareholders stay committed. In absence of a guarantee relationship, the shareholder or manager could threaten the creditor that to divert their human capital to another firm if the creditor does not want to renegotiate. This danger is especially real in a restructuring, though it may often be questionable how credible such a threat is, given the few alternatives the


\(^{516}\) Compare Zaretsky, 1988.

\(^{517}\) Keay, Brown and Dahlgreen, 2016, pp. 351; 354.

\(^{518}\) However, as discussed extensively in chapter 2 paragraph 5, insider guarantees are generally not very efficient devices in performing insurance-like functions, because the guarantor is often not the most efficient risk-bearer.

shareholder or manager often has. Upholding the shareholder guarantee would mitigate such incentive for opportunistic behavior.

The role of guarantees in a restructuring of course highly depends on the specifics of a restructuring procedure, most notably on who takes important decisions in such a restructuring. If the debtor himself remains largely in charge and keeps the initiative, the guarantee given by management or shareholders of the debtor will have a much stronger influence and thus deserves much closer scrutiny than in a restructuring in which the shots are called by an independent person such as a court-appointed bankruptcy administrator.

Releasing the guarantor from liability will often go too far and give all kinds of inefficient incentives to the guarantor, such as making the debtor file for bankruptcy just to get a third-party release, and issuing guarantees that the guarantor knows he won’t perform.\textsuperscript{520} Temporarily staying guarantee liability during a reorganization process does not carry these inefficiencies, but may still aid the reorganization process. In that sense, a full release is often not necessary to aid reorganization.\textsuperscript{521} A temporary stay gives the insider guarantor breathing room, and may thus also offer a ‘carrot’ to timely request bankruptcy. Moreover, this enables the insider guarantor to fully focus on the reorganization, temporarily released from pressure on him personally through the guarantee, and invest all his energy and efforts in reorganization of the debtor.\textsuperscript{522} If a reorganization plan succeeds and allows for substantial payment of the guaranteed creditor, this will benefit the guarantor as well.

In short, the guarantee relationship may influence reorganization dynamics in an adverse way that creates externalities, but often just as well creates a fruitful dynamic. Therefore, some kind of open-ended norm that allows the courts to include the guarantee in circumstances under which upholding the guarantee would be clearly burdensome could be a good thing. However, it is often impossible for a court to establish whether release is indeed necessary to the reorganization.\textsuperscript{523} Less evasive measures are therefore better placed.\textsuperscript{524} For example, a temporary stay of guarantor liability could aid a reorganization process, without doing much harm. If the debtor remains largely in control of the restructuring process, guarantees given by insiders generally deserve much closer scrutiny because of the increased danger of insider dealing.

### 3.2.6 Summary

In short, insider guarantees are likely to create externalities for other creditors by giving an incentive for insider dealing whilst at the same time covering up such insider dealing. First and foremost, control of one lender is likely to lead to preferential treatment of that lender, which leads to redistributions, often from weaker to stronger parties, and to serious efficiency costs that raise the overall cost of credit for debtors. This type of creditor control is much more problematic than the control that a secured creditor can have through real security rights.

\textsuperscript{520} Compare Boyle, 1992, p. 422.
\textsuperscript{521} Brubaker, 1997, p. 1021.
\textsuperscript{522} Gamble, 2011, pp. 856–857.
\textsuperscript{523} Brubaker, 1997, p. 1027.
\textsuperscript{524} Gamble, 2011; compare also Silverstein, 2006, p. 138, who concludes that third-party release is a drastic measure, the availability of which should be resolved by Congress, after diligent consideration of countervailing values.
 Preferential treatment induced by insider guarantees should be deterred by legal rules. The difficulty of regulating such behavior is that the behavior is often covert and indirect and can be subtle, such as lien feeding, delayed bankruptcy filing or underinvestment. In the specific setting of a reorganization procedure, insider guarantees could also jeopardize the reorganization. Some stay of recourse against insider guarantees could therefore be implemented, though caution should be taken in affecting creditors’ rights against third parties such as guarantors.

4 Conclusion

This chapter has sought to answer the question:

Which social costs can be associated to opportunistic use of the guarantee relationship in corporate finance towards both insiders and outsiders of the relationship?

Whereas the social costs of secured debt have been analyzed to a great extent by both lawyers and economists, the social costs of the guarantee relationship in the context of corporate finance are until now underexposed. This chapter both provided an overview of the fragmented existing literature on the topic and builds on this literature, as well as on literature on devices with a resemblance to or connection with the guarantee relationship, to provide a comprehensive analysis of the social costs of the guarantee relationship in the context of corporate finance.

Firstly, the problem of opportunistic use of guarantees towards insiders has been discussed. Both debtor and guarantor risk being the victim of opportunistic use of the guarantee relationship, which can, apart from being problematic from a moral perspective, lead to inefficient results. This calls for solid protection of weak guarantors and debtors against opportunistic use.

Secondly, opportunistic use towards outsiders has been discussed. On this point, the analysis has partly broken new ground, as a comprehensive account of opportunistic use of the guarantee relationship in the context of corporate finance did not yet exist. The effects of guarantees on outsiders can be substantial. A guarantee by a shareholder for the debt of a limited liability company creates an opaque priority structure, which is hard to justify. Such a structure is at odds with theoretical justifications underpinning limited liability and at odds with the theoretical justification underpinning priority in general.

The guarantee relationship often also gives the guaranteed creditor direct or indirect control over the debtor, leading to possible underinvestment, overinvestment and most notably preferential treatment to the guaranteed creditor. These effects are often harmful to outsiders and at odds with theoretical underpinnings of bankruptcy law in general and preference law in particular.

As Westbrook & Hu put it: “We want managers to take risks, even perhaps to embark on “bet the company” projects when it makes sense to do so. We should reduce the opportunities for managers to engage in self-serving cowardice.” (Hu and Westbrook, 2007, p. 1380; See also Finch, 2005, p. 735; Compare also Hahn, 2006; Acharya, Amihud and Litov, 2011; although, given the fact that management is often overoptimistic, the effect of the incentive the guarantee may give for underinvestment may not always be that harmful, depending on the circumstances.)
The often-used justification for not extensively regulating guarantees because they are generally efficient through lowering the cost of credit in corporate lending should thus be revised. Insider guarantees could, as shown in chapter 2, possibly be efficient when compared to straightforward lending, but such efficiency gains may be undone when the externalities discussed in this chapter go unchecked. Rules on the guarantee relationship, whether in contract law, insolvency law or corporate law, should be designed to minimize the negative effects of the guarantee relationship while ideally still allowing parties to use the relationship to perform arguably efficient functions, most notably curbing moral hazard and possibly signaling credit quality.

It should be reiterated that, as already discussed in chapter 1, this should not be read as a call for more focus on efficiency goals in designing laws. The focus of law should not only or primarily be on efficiency but also on other values. In fact, this chapter has shown that some, though not all, efficiency claims for insider guarantees are often doubtful, thus paving the way for regulation of the guarantee relationship that would previously too easily be viewed as inefficient.